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MAYOR’S ADDRESS.

M AYOR’S ADDRESS.
•>
Gentlemen o f the City Council:
Again the opportunity is offered me to assume a portion of
the responsibility of the government of our city and for the sec
ond time it is my privilege to address a council of the City of
Westbrook. Believing that the correct financial legislation of
this Council is the key-note for the successful administration of
our municipal affairs, I desire to present for your consideration a
candid statement of our fiscal condition as derived from the books
of the Auditor and Treasurer.
The valuation of the city is given by the assessors as
$3,460,923.22 made up of real estate valued at $2,442,940, and per
sonal property to the value of $1,017,983.22. This is an increase
from the previous year of $73,457.23.
The assessment for 1895 was $78,466.68. Rate of taxation
$2.10 on $100. Number of polls, 1920. Poll tax, $3.00.
Our liabilities at the beginning of the year were $162,471.29 ;
the present liabilities are notes and bonds, $154,600 00
Unpaid Mayor’s orders,
612 94
Total,
$155,212 94
An absolute reduction of the city indebtedness of $7,258.35.
Our availabilities consist of
Cash,
$1,666 41
Sewer assessments,
2,000 00
Unpaid taxes that are collectable,
25,310 07
Tax deeds,
1,663 40
Total,

$30,639 88

t
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These are real availabilities. There is an amount of some
$10,000 due from tax collectors of 1889-90 and ’92—three-fourths
of which is absolutely worthless.
This lack of value is owing to various causes, such as errors
in making up the list, removal of persons from the city, etc. In
addition to this, the Finance Committee of the past year, who
have labored earnestly to effect a settlement with some of the
former tax collectors, have swept away some $10,000; more of
availabilities, but which were in reality worthless tax bills, and
have cleared up these old accounts in the only way possible.
This manner of disposition of these supposable claims against
former tax collectors, leaves our net debt apparently larger than
last year, while it shows us our actual financial condition. There
fore a fair statement of our real availabilities—such sums as may
in all probability be collected—would be, with the cash in hand,
some $32,000; leaving a net debt of about $123,000, but a real
debt of $155,212.94, which is $7,258.35 less than one year ago.
Our collections for the year have been most satisfactory and
have exceeded the amounts that we have expended by a number
of thousand dollars. The total collections are $97,692.01 made
up, as follows:
$58,494 99
From taxes, 1895,
“ taxes, other years,
“ state for schools,
“ other sources,
$97,692 01
Total
We have paid out for all purposes something over $96,000—
leaving us a cash balance of a little more than $1,600—while last
year at this time our bank account was overdrawn $800 ; and the
unpaid Mayor’s orders amounted to over $3,000.
Of the amount expended the past year, $7,500 j should have
been paid the year previous. Adding to this amount the notes
and bonds that have been paid $4,400—and we have actually paid
old debts to the amount of $11,900.
We begin the year with but a comparatively small amount of
floating liabilities and with a better understanding of our actual
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financial condition than any previous board of city officers. The*
work of the Finance Committee is not yet completed as themremain several unsettled accounts of former tax collectors th a t
should receive the prompt and careful attention of this year’s.
Committee of Finance.
I would recommend that the Council provide for the issue o f
new bonds to take the place of those—to the amount of $13,800—
coming due this year, as in view of the large necessary expenses
the present year it would he unwise to pay any portion of th i^
sum.
ROADS, BRIDGES AND SIDEWALKS.
In the matter of permanent road building some commend
able work has been done the past year on the north side of Main
street between the P. & R. railroad and the Universalist church a t
the W est End. The material used for this purpose was obtained
from the Chapman farm where an excellent ledge of granite for
road uses exists. The stone crusher and engine were located
there and the city produced its crushed stone at an expense of
some 20 per cent less than it could be purchased. The cost of
the stone this year included all the cost of repairing and removing
the crusher and engine, the construction of bins, etc., yet the sav
ing to the city was as large as I have stated. The establishment
of this stone crushing plant means much for the economical
building of good streets in the future.
Our highways throughout the city have been kept in good
repair at as small an expense as in any previous year.
The recent heavy rains and consequent flood upon our riv e rs.
have entailed a matter of quite heavy expense upon the city by
the destruction of one iron bridge upon Cumberland street and
the injury of the bridges upon Saco and Spring streets ; num er
ous wash-outs in the streets have also beemreported from various.
sections. This unusual condition of things will call for an in
creased appropriation in the street department. This increase
need not necessarily be large and can be met by direct taxation
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without burdening the tax payers by an advance in the tax rate.
That section of Main street east of the Maine Central rail
road and extending to and beyond the P. & R. railroad at the
East End. with a portion of Warren avenue should be macadam
ized this year. Brown street should also be graded as the mate
rial for the purpose will be easily obtainable when the Maine Cen
tral railroad begins its work of excavating for the street bridge.
The large number of feet of brick and concrete sidewalks
that were constructed during the past year will probably make
the demand less for such walks the coming year. No special
appropriation for crushed stone will be needed this year, as the
stone crushing plant should be considered one of the permanent
features in our street building work, and the appropriation for
roads and bridges should be sufficient to cover the necessary ex
pense of crushed stone.
SEWERS.
It will not be necessary to make a large appropriation for the
construction of drains and sewers this year, as the money—some
$2,000—now due from former sewer assessments can be used for
this purpose.
The first work to be considered in this department is the com
pletion of the sewer begun last year on Saco street, and the build
ing of one on Main street west from the Warren school house to
the brick sewer, with a branch sewer on Day street to take the
sewage that now flows into the open brook in that vicinity.
In the construction of sewers in any portion of the city the
needs of the locality should be the only thing considered. I
would recommend to your Committee on Drains and Sewers a
careful study of the recent comprehensive and valuable report of
Acting City Civil Engineer Foster.
FIRE DEPARTMENT.
The efficiency of our fire department is acknowledged by all
our citizens. That it should not be permitted to deteriorate in
any way is evident to everyone. The cost of its support has been
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willingly and cheerfully borne by every tax-payer in the city.
There is, however, a limit to the amount that should be expended
upon it each year, and beyond this we should not go. Our city with
a population of some 7,000 people and a taxable valuation of about
3 1-2 million dollars cannot afford to support such a fire depart
ment as cities of three times its population and wealth.
The Chief Engineer recommends the purchase of 500 feet of
new hose and the introduction of a fire alarm system. These
matters should have your most careful attention when the sub
ject of the appropriation for this department comes before you
for consideration.
THE SCHOOLS.
Perhaps it is unnecessary for me to make any extended refer
ence to our schools, as their management comes within the pro
vince of another body of men. It is for you, however, to see that
an adequate sum of money is appropriated for school purposes.
Our city has always pursued a very generous policy with its
schools. If it ever has erred in regard to them, it is certainly
upon the side of generosity.
Our commodious and well equipped school buildings would
be a credit to any city of twice the size of Westbrook. Our citi
zens realize that our efficient corps of teachers and officers have
brought our schools up to a high standard of excellence.
Our school system has been much improved by the employ
ment of teachers in special branches of study. This is an unusual
privilege for the young people in a city as small as Westbrook.
It is also an evidence of the liberality of the city in a direction
which certainly redounds to its credit. No one item of the city
expense is larger than the school appropriations. Last year the
amount was about one-sixth the entire sum raised by taxation,
this with the money received from the state for school purposes,
gave us as a total expense for our educational system something
more than $20,000.
The S. S. Committee will probably give you an estimate of
the sum required for the support of schools for the coming year.
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The high character of the men in charge of our schools is a suffi
cient guarantee for the judicious expenditure of any amount th a t
you may see fit to appropriate.
The question as to who shall have charge of the repairs upon
our school buildings [should be satisfactorily settled this yeark
This work has been assumed by the School Committee for a few
years past, but some people have thought th at the Council Com
mittee on Public Grounds and Buildings should have it in charge.
The repairs on the school houses last year were largely in excess
of the estimates and consequently these buildings must be now
in an excellent condition. Hence a small appropriation for repairswill be sufficient.
MEMORIAL LIBRARY.
The Memorial Library has already become a powerful auxi
liary to our public schools. The value of the work it is doingamong our young people is incalculable It deserves and undoubt
edly receives the favor of all the citizens of Westbrook. Every
one recognizes the fact th at the money appropriated for its sup
port clearly carries with it as great an influence for good as any
of the city appropriations. It is an expenditure for the promo_
tion of intelligence and good citizenship, and will come back to
this municipality by a more than fourfold return in many ways.
Our citizens should appreciate the fact th at this library offers
advantages th at are obtainable only in cities much larger than
Westbrook. Its method of management by which the library
with its special reading-room supplied with the daily and weekly
papers and monthly magazines, is open to the public for 12 hours
of each secular day of the year, is something unusual in a city
the size of ours. The library contains 5,281 volumes and is year
ly increasing. The average daily circulation of books for the
past year was 123. The amount of the appropriation for the libra
ry last year was $1500, and this is the sum recommended by the
Regents for the coming year.
As the different needs of the alms-house and farm, the out
door poor, street lights and other m atters connected with our city
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a re brought to your attention, I tru st you will treat them in a
sp irit of business-like fairness and judge each appropriation
wholly upon its merits.
It will be my endeavor to assist you in such an administratratio n of the affairs of our city, as shall be satisfactory to the
people of W estbrook.

Report of Committee on Fire
Department*
W estbro o k ,

Me ., Feb. 15th, 1897,

To the Mayor and City Council o f Westbrook :
The Committee on Fire D epartm ent would respectfully report
th a t they consider the fire apparatus of this city well cared for
and in good condition.
A Gamewell F ire Alarm System has been added the present
year, and we believe th a t it has already dem onstrated th a t it is a
valuable addition tow ard the protection of the property of this
city from fires.
For a more extended report of the doings of the fire d epart
m ent and its needs we would refer you to the Chief Engineer’s*
Report.
Respectfully subm itted by
HOW ARD M. S T E V E N S ,) Committee on Fire
CHAS. B. WOODMAN, j
Department,

A N N U A L REPO RT
OF THE

^C H IE F ENGINEER,^
OF THE

W estbrook Fire Department,

1896- 7.

FIRE D E PA R T M E N T ,
C h i e f E n g i n e e r ’s O f f i c e ,
W e s t b r o o k , Feb.

27, 1897.

To the Honorable Mayor and City Council:
G e n t l e m e n :— In

conformity with section 9 of the ordinance
relating to the Fire Department I have the honor to submit my
Sixth Annual Report of the condition of said departm ent; a
roster of the officers and men composing i t ; a schedule of city
property committed to their care; a record of fires and alarms
with the amount of loss and insurance as near as could be ascer
tained together with the names of owners and occupants injured;
appended also will be found a list of the number and location of
hydrants and fire alarm stations as well as such suggestions and
recommendations as seem to be required for increased efficiency
in this branch of the public service.
HOUSES.
The houses occupied by this department are in good order,
except that Hose House No. 1 needs painting outside.
APPARATUS.
The apparatus in use is also in excellent condition and is well
cared for by the men having it in charge. Ladder No. 1 needs
Hub runners for winter service.
HOSE.
No hose has been purchased for two years and the quantity
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on hand remains the same as at last report, v iz.: 4,150 feet. P ro 
vision should be made, I think, for 500 feet this year, in addition
to th at now on hand.
HYDRANTS.
Three new hydrants have been set since my last report, as
follows: One (1) on Hawkes street and two (2) on Longfellow
St. I believe th a t the hydrant at the corner of Spring and Main
streets, and th a t located in front of the B aptist church on Main
street should be replaced w ith three way posts at an early a dateas is possible.
HAULING A PPA RA TU S.
This im portant factor in fire service has been as well and as.
prom ptly attended to as could have been expected under the cir
cumstances. Messrs. Trafton, Roberts and Brooks have well and
faithfully performed their several parts as well as could any per
sons similarly situated, but I think the horses owned by the city
should do this work, and I hope an investigation of the feasibility
of this plan may be made before the present contracts expire.
F IR E ALARM SYSTEM.
October 8th, 1896, in accordance w ith a vote of your Honor
able Body the Gamewell System of Fire Alarm Telegraph w a&
installed in our city, and has since th a t time perform ed its w ork
to the entire satisfaction of all our citizens. I t has, I think,,
clearly dem onstrated th a t by its use some ten and in many in 
stances fifteen minutes are saved in giving an alarm, and the addi
tional means of locating a fire w ithin a very few m inutes of its
discovery is to members of the fire departm ent at least of in
calculable value, and one which, I believe, to be thoroughly ap
preciated by every interested member of the W estbrook depart
ment.
The 8 in. steam gong is located upon the Haskell Silk Co.’s
plant and is supplied w ith steam by th a t corporation w ithout
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'expense to the city, and the thanks of all interested are due them
for this manifestation of public spirit.
The system at present comprises but one (1) circuit upon
which is one (1) bell, one (1) steam gong or whistle and three (3)
6 in. engine house gongs. The twenty-nine (29) cells of gravity
battery are located at Hose House No. 1, in a small room in the
second story which is hardly adequate to its needs.
I believe the system should, for the present at least, he under
the immediate care and supervision of the Chief Engineer as th at
official of all others is most interested in its being in constant
readiness for the service for which it is designed and would or
should be able to give it the time necessary to insure its success
ful operation. Conflict of authority, an undesirable condition in
any department, the fire department, especially, would thus be
avoided.
FIRES AND ALARMS.
The fire department has been called out for the year ending
February 27, 1897, 14 times, as follows :
12
Bell alarms,
2
Still
“
Total,

14

Amount of insurance involved,
Amount of loss,
Excess of insurance,

S14,400 00
12,057 00
$2,343 00

The most disastrous fires of the year were the burning of
the Alonzo Libby property, May 16, and the total destruction of
the shop of Mr. G. H. Waterhouse, May 29. Mr. Waterhouse lost
about $4000 upon which he had no insurance.
RECOMMENDATIONS.
W ith the present conditions of our business affairs and our
people, I am well aware th at recommendations and suggestions
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th a t carry w ith them the expenditure of any great am ount of
money will be impossible of fruition, and it is a pleasure, th ere
fore, to be able to say th a t this departm ent will require but little
outside of the usual, the coming year.
Concluding this report I wish to thank the Committee on
Fire D ep artm en t: Messrs. Stevens, W oodman and W alker, for
the interest manifested in it, and for the assistance rendered by
them at all times.
To assist Engineers Anderson and P arker my thanks are also
due for their ready assistance and support in the m anagem ent of
the departm ent.
The officers and members of the several companies composing
the departm ent, upon whose efforts depend very much of the
success, w ith which we have m et during the year ju st closing,
will please accept thanks for their prom pt and ready reponse to
calls to^duty, and for the alacrity w ith which they have obeyed
all orders issued to them. “ F o rtiter et recte.”
Respectfully subm itted,
CHAS. H. LEIGHTOR,
C hief Engineer.

ROSTER
OF THE

Westbrook Fire Department,
*

(Organized, May t4, I89J.)

Committee on Fire
Department ♦ ♦ ♦
HOW ARD M. STEVENS,
CHAS. B. W OODM AN,
E. M. WALKER.

Chief Engineer:
CHAS. H. LEIGHTON.
1st Asst. Engineer:
EDWARD ANDERSON Jr.
2nd Asst. Engineer:
W. H. PARKER.
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P resu m p sco t H ose Co. No. l .
LOCATION REAP No. 59 MAIN STREET, WARD 1.
Badge
No.

1
i
3
13
14
9
10
6
8'
11
15
12
4
5
rr

2

Name.

Rank.

A. N. Waterhouse,
S. C. Morton,
C. S. Walker,
N. P. Grant,
J. E. Andrews,
L. A. Frank,
Henry Hanscom,
W. W. Neal,
H. M. Stevens,
H. M. Babb,
Albert Fernald,
Eugene Cummings,
Jas. A. Hawkes,
F. W. Ricker,
A. C. Cloudman,

Foreman,
Asst. Foreman,
Clerk,
Steward,
Pipeman,
it
il
u
Iloseman,
a

«
a
u
a
u

Residence.

Lamb Street.
u
Lamb
a
Main
a
Main
u
Mason
a
Cumb.
a
Main
W arren Ave.
Lamb Street.
Cousens u
u
Main
cc
Forest
State
State

a
a

Wagon built by G. H. Waterhouse and put into service March 1891. Is
arranged for one or two horses and will carry 1,000 feet of 2X inch hose.
C i t y P r o p e r t y i n C iia j ig e o f H o s e C o. N o. 1.

One hose wagon with pole and shafts, one 14 inch gong, 2,000
feet of 2 J-2 inch rubber lined hose, 4 discharge pipes, fifteen suits
oil clothing, twelve spanner belts, one double hydrant gate, one
single hydrant gate, two nickel plated lanterns, two tin tubular
lanterns, two brass hand lanterns, two ware-house lanterns, two
stoves, nineteen hose hoists, one two-wheeled jumper, two fire
axes, fifty-three feet 3-4 inch hand hose, one whip, one wagon
cover, five hydrant wrenches, three hose lighters, twenty span
ners, six bracket lamps, five scrubbing brushes, one feather duster,
one mop, one broom, two cuspidors, two feet wood, one Allen
coupling expander, one dozen thimbles, one five gallon oil tank,
one framed copy rules and regulations, one table, one desk, twentyfour chairs, one IX inch auger, fifteen badges, one framed copy
fire alarm boxes, one wagon jack, twelve electric lamps, one coal
hod, one shovel, insignia for foreman, assistant foreman and clerk,
two hose patches, fifteen tags for service suits, one hose pung, one
tin boiler, one horse blanket.
A. N. W A TER H O U SE, Forem an.

F IR E
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Valentine Hose Co. No. 2.
LOCATION MECHANIC ST. BETWEEN MAIN ST.

Badge
XT/n

20
19
17
29
21
22
18
25
23
26
27
28
30
16
24

Name.

W. F. Hamilton,
W illiam Miller,
Chester Swan,
Dexter Hamilton,
John Byrne,
Jos. L. Smith,
Ralph Norton,
Otis J. Young,
Randolph Cook,
F ran k Reddin,
F ran k Allen,
Thomas Welch,
Chas. S. Swett,
Chas. L. Knight,
C. E. Reny,

Rank.

& B. BE.

Residence.

Foreman,
33 Central Street.
Asst. Foreman,
B rackett / “
11 Saco
“
Clerk,
Steward,
Bridge
“
Pipeman,
Central
“
a
2 Scotch Hill.
u
Saco Street.
a
Saco
“
Scotch Hill.
Hoseman,
u
Main Street.
u
B rackett “
u
Central
“
a
B rackett “
a
Spring
“
u
W inslow’s Lane.

Wagon Jbuilt by G. H. Waterhouse and put into service March, 1891. Is
arranged for one or two horses and will carry 1,000 feet 2)4 inch hose.
C tty P r o p e r t y i n C h a r g e o f H o se Co. N o. 2.
One hose wagon w ith pole and shafts, two 2-wheeled hose
jum pers (worthless), 2,150 feet 2 1-2 inch rubber lined hose, four
discharge pipes, one double hydrant gate, one single hydrant gate,
two brass hand lanterns, two nickel-plated hand lanterns, two tin
tubular lanterns, one warehouse lantern, three hydrant wrenches,
eighteen spanners, twelve spanner belts, twelve hose hoists, eight
hose lighters, fifteen suits of oil clothing, one whip, one wagon
cover, two hose patches, one 1 1 -4 inch auger, fifty feet hand hose,
two stoves, two coal hods, one galvanized iron boiler, one tin
boiler, two shovels, two fire axes, two brooms, one sponge, tw o
chamois skins, five electric lamps, one squirt oil can and wrench,
one monkey wrench, five scrubbing brushes, two mops, one
feather duster, one dust pan and brush, eighteen chairs, one desk,,
one 1 gallon oil can, two cuspidors, one fram ed copy rules and
regulations, one fram ed copy fire alarm boxes, one-eighth ton coal*
one foot wood, insignia for foreman, assistan t foreman and clerk,,
fifteen badges, one wagon jack, fifteen tags for service suits, onehose pung, one horse blanket.

W . F. H A M IL T O N , F o re m a n .
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Westbrook Hook and Ladder Co. No. 1.
LOCATED IN VALENTINE HOSE HOUSE, MECHANIC ST.
Badge
No.

Name.

36
38
42
44
31
32
33
34
35
37
39
40
41
43
45

Geo. A. Parsons,
F. E. Maxwell,
F. B. Spear,
A. F. Meserve,
Wm. Beatty,
Geo. H. Leighton,
Jas. W. Graham,
Oscar C. Libby,
E. G. Carr,
F. A. Burnell,
Geo. M. Woodman,
Geo. B. Murch,
W illard Lord,
James Kelly,
Edw. Gilman,

Rank.

Foreman,
Asst. Foreman,
Clerk,
2:3
Steward,
Rakeman,
44

Dogger,
Axeman,
u
Ladderman,
i t

«
u
u
u

Residence.

Brackett Street.
Rochester 44
Church
“
Brackett
44
Main
44
W arren Ave.
Rochester Street
Seavey
44
Main
44
Haskell
44
Church
,c
Main
44
W arren Ave.
Cumberland St*

Truck built by Gleason & Bailey, Seneca Falls, N. Y., and put into ser
vice August 12, 1893, arranged for one or two horses.
P r o p e r t y in C h a r g e o f

II. & L. Co. No. 1.

One steel framed hook and ladder truck with pole and shafts,
one 40-foot extension ladder, one each 28, 25, 20, 18, 15 foot single
ladders, four axes, two crowbars, fourbuckets, four plaster rakes,
four ladder dogs, one pull down hook, rope pole and chain, four
nickel-plated hand lanterns, two nickel-plated torches, two nickel
plated signal lamps, two whips, one 12-inch nickel-plated gong,
one dogger’s belt with hammer and pouch, fifteen suits oil cloth
ing, two pitchforks, fifteen service suit tags, 150 feet of street rope,
eighteen chairs, one desk, one stove, insignia for foreman, assist
ant foreman and clerk, three cuspidors, one feather duster, one
horse blanket.
GEO. A. PA R SO N S, Forem an.
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Two suits oil clothing, one-fourth dozen hose lighters, one
dozen hose straps, three badges for engineers, insignia for engi
neers, 3 white rubber coats, two hose patches, one cuspidor, one
framed copy rules and regulations, four chairs, one desk, one
stove, one framed copy fire alarm boxes.

Location of Hydrants*
No.

1 Main, corner Saco street
2
“
at Foster & Brown’s
3
“
corner Central
4
“
“
Bridge
5
“
u
Brackett
6
" *
“
Church
“
“
Spring
7
8
“
front Baptist church
9
“
“ Debeck residence
10
“
opp. B. F. Roberts
11
“
front Warren school
12
“
corner Haskell
13
“
“
Rochester
14
“
front Brown’s Hall
15
“
corner Seavey
16
“
“
Forest
17
“
junct. Cumberland
18 Lamb, corner Oak
19
“
“
Cottage
20
“
“
Gray
21
“
“
Park
22 Seavey, corner Gray
23
“
“
Cottage
24 Haskell, corner Pine .
25
“
near G. Bachelder’s
26 Rochester, Pelham house
27 Cumberland, cor. Warren Ave
28
opp. Reading room
29
“
opp. J. E. Warren’s
30 Brown, front Libby’s boarding
house
31 Brown, Bee Hive
32
near cor. Cottage Place
33
“
near school house
34
near cor. G. F. Cook’s
35
“
corner King
36
“
front I. Houston’s

No.

37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66

67
68

69
70
71

Brown, opp. Catholic church
“
near corner Bridge
Windham, ft. Jewett estate .
“
opp. A. L. Hawkes’
Bridge, opp. S. Mayberry’s
North, corner River
Saco, near school house
“
corner Valentine
Mechanic, corner Valentine
“
near W. K. Dana’s
Valentine, near school house
Central, corner Cross
“
near Highland House
Brackett, corner Cross
•*
near G. T. Springer’s
“
corner Pennell
Church, corner Cross
Spring, front J. H. Hezelton’s
“
“
Geo. Mariner’s
“
corner Valentine
Scotch Hill
S. D. Warren & Co., nr. tram
stables
Pearl St., corner Warren Ave
Town Farm (useless)
Spring, corner Union
“
front of Staples’
Stroudwater, corner Files
Main, corner Tolman
“
“
Lane, Merritt St.
Stroudwater, corner Hawkes
Central, near P. So R. RR.
Cottage Place
Longfellow Street, near June.
Gorham
“
nr. Rev. A. F. Warren
Hawkes St., Easterly End,
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Number and Location of Fire Alarm Boxes*
1-1—Test at 9 p. m.
14—Corner of Main and Lamb Streets.
23—
“
Main and Rochester.
25—
“
Main and Stroudwater.
82—
“
Main and Brackett.
2—At 8 and 12.30—No school.
35—Corner of Main and Saco.
42—
“
Bridge and Brown.
45—
“
Brown and King.
51—
“
Brown and Cumberland.
Members of the Fire Department will be expected to commit
the above list of stations to memory so as to be able to determine
the location of a lire at once.
D i r e c t i o n s a n d I n s t r u c t io n s f o r U s e o f t h e F i r e A l a r m .

Alarms will be sounded by striking the number of the box
nearest the fire upon the alarm bells and gongs in the hose houses.
Example : To announce the existence of a fire near Box 32
(Cor. Main and Brackett), the bells and gongs will strike I-I-I,
makee pause of a few seconds, then strike I-I, v iz.: 32.
D ir e c t io n s t o K e y H o l d e r s .— In case of fire, the alarm is
to be given from the box nearest the fire and from no other box.
Open the door, pull the hook down once and let <jo.
If possible, wait at the box so as to direct the firemen to the
fire.
C a u t io n .—Be sure there is a fire before sounding the alarm.
Never open the box or touch the apparatus, except in case
of fire.
Never let the key go out of your possession, unless called for
by the Chief Engineer, except in case of fire.
If you remove from your house or place of business, return
the key to the Chief Engineer, do riot leave with new tenant.
C. II. LEIGHTON,
Chief Engineer.
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Property in Charge of the Fire Department.
F ebruary

25, 1897.

1 hook and ladder truck,
2 hose wagon w ith gongs,
4,150 feet 2 1-2 inch rubber lined hose,
8 discharge pipes,
48 suits oil clothing,
2 double hydrant gates,
2 single hydrant gates,
18 tin tubular lanterns,
4 brass hand lanterns,
8 warehouse lanterns,
8 feather dusters,
5 stoves,
»■
1 galvanized iron boiler,
2 tin boilers,
81 hose hoists,
2 two-wheeled jum pers (one worthless),
8 fire axes,
2 wagon covers,
4 whips,
Two 11-4 inch augers,
100 feet 3-4 inch hand hose,
8 hydrant wrenches,
12 hose lighters,
41 hose spanners and 21 belts,
6 bracket lamps,
17 electric lamps,
13 scrubbing brushes,
3 mops,
3 brooms,
10 cuspidors,
3 feet sawed wood,
Carried forward,

$ 675 00
705 00
2,075 00
120 00
178 00
50 00
20 00
9 40
12 00
6 00
3 00
103 00
3 00
9 00
77 50
15 00
9 00
6 00
6 00
2 00
10 00
4 00
6 00
38 50
3 00
6 80
1 00
90
45
2 50
4 50
$4,061 55
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Brought forward,
5M,061 55
15 00
1 Allen coupling expander and rings,
1 live gallon oil tank,
1 25
1 one gallon oil tank,
35
20
2 gallons kerosene oil.
30 00
3 desks,
3 00
1 table,
49 00
64 chairs,
8 00
4 framed copies regulations,
39 75
4* Westbrook Fire Department badges, 45 nickel, 3 gilt,
2 50
Insignia for 2 engineers,
4 50
“
3 foremen,
3 00
u
3 assistant foremen,
3 00
“
3 clerks,
7 50
15 ladder men’s belts,
2 50
1 dogger s belt,
3 00
4 ladder dogs,
18 00
6 hose leak stops,
2 50
3 coal hods,
1 80
3 shovels,
1 00
Sponges and chamois skins,
1 20
2 framed fire alarm boxes,
50
1 monkey wrench,
75
1-8 ton coal,
50
1 dust pan and brush,
8 00
4 nickel hand lanterns,
8 00
2 wagon jacks,
17 50
3 white rubber coats,
50
2 pitchforks,
300 00
2 hose pungs, 150 each,
25 00
45 tags for service suits,
5 00
150 feet street rope,
8 00
1 table, Engineer’s room.
10 00
1 stove,
“
6 00
4 chairs,
“
“
Carried forward,

$4,657 35
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$4,657 35
19 50

Brought forward,
3 horse blankets,
Hose house, Cumberland Mills,
Saccarappa,

$2,150 00
3,475 00

Fire alarm system.
Total,

The Fire Alarm System Consists of
A

3 engine house gongs.
4 steam gong machine and tower at Silk Mill.
1 bell striker, M ethodist church.
5 miles-wire.
29 cell battery.
8 stree t boxes.
1-2 bbl. blue vitriol.
1 pair cutting pliers.
2 pairs plain pliers.
1 hammer.
1 screw-driver.
12 extra zincs.
15 extra coppers.
4 spare battery cells.
2 galvanom eters.
1 test switch.

i

31

5,625 00
1,600 00
$11,901 85
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Officers of Relief Association.
P r e s id e n t ,

CHAS. H. LEIGHTON

Y I c e - P r e s id e n t ,

C. M. WATERHOUSE

S ecretary,

JAS. W. GRAHAM

T reasurer,

LEWIS W. EDWARDS

Trustees :
C. B. WOODMAN,

EDWARD ANDERSON,

C. M. W ATERHOUSE,

WM. F. HAMILTON,

W. H. PARKER.

FIRES A N D A LA R M S.
^--------------

Schedule of fires and alarms occurring w ithin the city limits for the municipal year ending
Feb. 27, 1897.

7.00
3.30
4.40
4.05

a,
p.
p.
]>.
do
do
do
3.45 p .
1.45 a .
1 00 p .
3.30 p .
7.45 p.
3.45 a.
*.26 p .
7.28 p.
4.00 p .

n i.
m.
in .
in .

m.
m.
m.
m.
m.
in .
m.
m.
m.

12.40 p . in.

D is t.
or
B ox.

O w n e rs
o r O c c u p a n ts .

L o c a tio n .

C ause.

In s.

L oss.

A p p a ra tu s in
S erv ice.

F o s t e r & B r o w n ........ M ain S t ................
2
F u lly
S p a r k s fro m c h im n e y .
$10 00 N o n e.
S till
R o ck y H ill w oods U n k n o w n .........................
N o n e ’ N o m in al H ose 1.
<<
H . K . G r ig g s ...............
12
U n k n o w n .........................
N one.
A lo n z o L i b b y ............. M ain S t .................
4
$8000 00
5350 00
E s t. B. M. E d w a r d s ..
4
do
.................. { D e fe c tiv e flue in
2500 00
H o se 1 a n d 2.
600 00
D . N. M c C a n n ..............
4
do
................. f L ib b y ell.
600 00
L a d d e r 1.
275 00
W, M. C h a p m a n ........
4
do
.................
300 00
75 00
S. H . L i s k .....................
do
.................
3
U n k n o w n .........................
N one
N one
N one.
G. H . W a te rh o u s e . . . G o rh a m S t ............ I n c e n d ia r y ......................
2
4000 00 H ose 2 , H & L I .
S till W e s tb r ’k L. & P . Co. S eav ey S t ............. F ir e c r a c k e r s .................
N o m in al H ose 1.
««
W m . L u c a s .....................
do
................ S p a r k s fr o m c h im n e y ..
S lig h t
6
H ose 1.
4 '1 S a r a h S t a p l e s .............. S p r in g S t ............. D e fe c tiv e c h im n e y ___ 2500 00
1432 00 H 1 & 2, H <fc L 1.
bx42 C y ru s K i n g .................. B rid g e S t ............... I n c e n d ia r y ........................
500 00
300 00
do
do
N one
“ 35 P e r c y L e i g h t o n ......... M ech an ic S t ........ L a m p e x p lo d e d .............
N one.
N one
<<
<<
“ 32 J o h n L a p p in ............... V a le n tin e S t ........ U p set l a m p .....................
N one.
(<
<.
“ 42 A . W . K in g e t a ls —
B rid g e S t ............... U n k n o w n .......................
N o n e.
“ 32

W . D . P r i d e ................

F i t c h S t .................

E x p lo d e d k e ro s, s to v e .

F u lly
15_00
$14400 00 $12057 00

DEPARTM ENT.

1896.
A p i. 8 . . . .
M ay 5 . . . .
“ 8 ...
“ 16 . . .
“ 16 . . .
“ 16 . . .
“ 16 . . .
“ 26 . ..
“ 29 . . .
J u ly 3 ...
A u g . 20..
“ 29..
O c t. 16 ..
“ 17..
D e c . 24..
“ 27..
1897.
J a n . 26..

T im e .

F IR E

D a te .

N one.

CO
CO
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ANNUAL REPORT
OF THE

S T R E E T COMMISSIONER,
J896-7.

Street Commissioner's Report*

To the Honorable Mayor and Council o f the City o f Westbrook:
Gentlemen :—In compliance with the requirements of the
City Charter, I respectfully submit for your consideration my
annual report of the Street Department for the year 1896. In
connection with this report is attached a partial statem ent of
work performed on Streets, Sewers, Sidewalks, Stone Crusher and
Bridges, and a schedule of property belonging to the Street De
partment.
Good roads and how to make and maintain them, is a ques
tion th at is steadily pressing to the front as one of the im portant
concerns of the Street Department, and every man who contri
butes in any way to the improvement of our highway to th a t
extent promotes a higher civilization.
No department of our city is so thoroughly handicapped or
so unreasonably criticised in view of its appropriation, and the
difficulties, it has had to meet during the year 1896, on account of
the heavy rains in the spring, and the continuous rains during
August and September, when our street and sewer work should
be done, it was impossible to do the work advantageously. Our
streets are also kept in bad condition, owing to the fact that the
surface drainage, in very many places, has never been properly
cared for, and therefore the surface water has been turned any
where where there was a possible chance, and oftimes where it
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had no right to be turned, and therefore, at any time, is stopped
up with impunity, so th at the results have been, and still are, th a t
many of our streets and sidewalks are continually washed and
made in every way unfit and subject to complaint.
B ut in the condition in which we are and have been, let crit
icism be thoughtful and moderate. Streets are the pride of every
true commissioner and he will do for them all th at can be done
with the means he has to do with. The needs are many and vari
ous, and the means for meeting them are limited. To do all th a t
is im portant and all th a t is asked for is absolutely impossible.
B ut we are improving in the general condition of our streets and
on the whole, I think they will compare favorably with those of
any sim ilar city, th at has appropriated no more money for the
purpose ; and w ith patience for a few years, we shall have stree ts
to our reasonable satisfaction and to the pride of all concerned.
STR EET OPENINGS.
Some improvement has been made in replacing of the m ate
rial of street openings. Proper workm anship can only be se
cured by requiring parties, who have a rig h t to m ake excavation
in the streets, to properly ram and puddle the back filling.
W ID E TIR ES.
“ Gen. Ray Stone, of the U. S. D epartm ent of A griculture,
says he regards it of special importance, in the m aintenance of
public highways, th a t the vehicles used on them, shall have tires
of greater w idth than are now in general use.” G reat in ju ry is
done by narrow -tired vehicles to our roads, however expensively
and durably constructed. W ide-tired wheels w ith the axles of
unequal length, so th a t the wheels will not track under heavy
loads, act as rollers, and keep the road hard and well packed and
always free from ruts. No man has a rig h t to destroy good roads
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th a t are built for the public benefit, and narrow-tiies should be
abolished.
EMPLOYMENT OF HOME LABOR.
It has been the aim of the Street Department to employ
home lab o r; the men employed have been dwellers in the City of
Westbrook and as they demand a share of employment on her
public works, it has been met with a fair recognition.
STREETS.
The streets of the City of Westbrook are in a fair condition,
nonsidering the amount we have to do with and, on account of the
heavy rains in the early spring and the continuous rains in August
and September, made it necessary to expend quite a sum of money
which could not be avoided. The bridge at Cumberland Mills
and the widening and excavating of Brown street, on account of
the overhead railroad bridge, made it necessary for another large
expenditure of money which taken from the road appropriation
necessarily made the road account rather inadequate to meet the
demands of the people.
W e have graded Haskell street, from a point near Henry
W atson’s house to Pine street, from Forrest street to Marrett
street, and a portion of Cumberland street and Brown street,
from a point near the Brown street school housq to a point near
Cumberland Mills. We have placed on said streets about two
hundred and twenty cords of gravel and twenty cords of ashes*
and we have also placed on the various sidewalks about tw entyfive cords of gravel and coal ashes, beside the necessary filling.
1 would advise for future use crush-stone for all permanent work
as it can be supplied at about the same price as good gravel.
DRAINS AND SEWERS.
There has been laid during the year 1896, seven hundred feet
of eighteen, fifteen and twelve inch pipe, on Saco street, with the
proper Ts and manholes ; also seven hundred feet of eight and ten
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inch pipe on Stroudwater St. w ith proper Ts and manholes ; also
two hundred and twenty-five feet of eight inch pipe on Hawkes Stw ith proper connections ; also three hundred and fifty feet of
eight inch pipe with a sub-drain of three hundred and fifty feet
of four inch pipe w ith proper connections on Mason s tre e t; also
one hundred and seventy-five feet of ten inch pipe on Oak street,
and twelve hundred and fifty feet of eight and ten inch pipe on
F orrest street w ith proper manholes and Ts.
SNOW.
The amount of snowfall up to the present time has been
light, consequently our snow bills will be smaller than in previous
years, and w ith the aid of the snow-plow we can keep the side
walks in fair condition w ith very little expense.
SIDEW ALKS.
There has been built during the year, ninety-seven feet of
brick walk on Main Street front of M errill’s Block and one hundred and fifty-four on Main street, front of T rafton’s and P o rter’s
at a cost of about .95 per running foot.
\

CRUSHED STONE.
W e have placed on Main street from the M. C. R. R. to the
P. & R. RR., and on W arren Ave. from Main street to Cumber
land street, sixteen hundred and forty-two tons of crushed stone
at a cost of $1.25 per ton.
This includes blasting, breaking, crushing, spreading, rolling
and all other expenses relating to crushed stone, also the cost of
steam drill and derrick. (See A uditor’s Report for cost of D rill
and Derrick.)
BRIDGES.
The bridge at Cumberland Mills, which was carried away last
spring by the freshet, has been replaced by a new model iron
stru ctu re which is an ornam ent to the city. The abutm ents were
■built by the day, and contain about four hundred and fifty cubic
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yards of solid masonry and the utmost care taken to have them
placed on ledge foundations.
In concluding this my second Annual Report as Street Com
missioner, I wish to extend my sincere thanks to His nonor the
Mayor and the Members of the City Council for the prom pt
manner in which defects have been reported to me.
I desire also to acknowledge my appreciation of the faithful
assistance rendered me by the employees during the year.
Respectfully submitted,
H. H. B. HAWES,
Street Commissioner.

Property in Charge of Street Commissioner.

*7

o

Carried Forward,

$ 2 00
1 89
9 25
75
8 2fi
0 50
4 50
( 20
6 00
2 25
8 00
<r
00
25 00
60 00
20 09
9 00
2 59
2 55
125 09
CO

2 spirit levels, $1.00 ; bits and stock, $1.00,
1 trowel, 20c. ; 1 file, 10c. ; 2 saws, $1.50,
1 cesspool trap, $7.00 ; 7 forks, S2.25,
5 iantern irons, 25c.; 5 pails, 50c.
14 hoes, 25c.; 1 spade, 75c.; drills, $4.00,
5 iron bars, 2.50 ; 4 wheelbarrows, $4.00,
15 long handled shovels,
24 short handled shovels,
3 tampers, $2.00 ; 2 sewer brushes, $4 00,
2 large hammers, $1.75; 1 small hammer, 50c.
4 snow shovels, $2.00 ; 13 pick axes, $0.00,
2 sets of block and tackle,
1 hard pan plow, $15.00 ; 1 large plow, $10.00,
1 snow plow,
500 feet of old hose,
1 pump, $5,00 : sewer stages, $4.00,
4 sewer tubs, $2.00; 1 square, 50c.
2 oil cans, 30c. ; 3 wrenches, $2.25,
1 stone derrick and fixtures,

5fi
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Brought forward,
1 stone crusher, engine and boiler,
1 road machine,
1 stone roller, $6.00; 2 tool boxes, $3.00,
1 steam drill and fixtures,
1 barrel of cement,
7 lanterns,
1 keg of spikes, $3.00 ; 1-2 keg of nails, $2.00,
Pipe, Ys, Ts and lumber,
Total,
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$307
1500
175
9
300
1
2
5
£5

55
00
00
00
00
20
00
00
00

$2324 75-

ANNUAL REPORT
OF THE

Committee on Drains and
Sewers,
1896-7.

Report of Committee on Drains
and Sewers.
To the Honorable Mayor and City Council o f the City o f
'Westbrook
The Committee on Drains and Sewers respectfully submit
the following report :
Sewers have been constructed as follows :
STROUDWATER AND HAW KES STREETS.
Labor, $487.08 ; pipe, $204.87 ; brick, $75.87 ; cement, $15.25;
hardware, $6.50. Total, $789.67. The amount of assessments
from the abutters is $672.12.
SACO STREET.
Labor, $707.70 ; pipe, $568.88 ; cement, $27.45 ; brick, $118.40 ;
hardware, $18.80. Total, $1,436.28. The amount of assessments
is $1,360.00.
FOREST STREET.
Labor, $973.35 ; pipe, $377.03; cement, $41.30; brick, $108 ;
hardware, $23.47. Total, $1,523.15. The amount of assessments
is $1,191.74.
MASON STREET.
Labor, $184.43; pipe, $122.23; cement, 13.75; brick, $5.40;
/
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hardware, $7.15. Total, $332.96. The amount of assessment is
$246.00.
Total expenditures on new sewers,
$4,082 01
Assessments on same,
3,469 86
Cost to the city,
$612 15
The cost of these sewers less the am ount of assessments
seems very favorable to the city on account of there being no
outfalls built during the year. To save expense for the time
Forest street sewer was run into Oak street sewer instead of
being continued down its length to the proper outfall. To have
done this 'would have cost much more th an the assessm ents
am ount to.
C. J. McLELLAN,
) Committee on
FR A N K H. CLOUDMAN, /
Sewers.

r

ANNUAL REPORT
OF THE

Committee on Public Grounds
and Buildings,
1896- 7.

Committee on Public Grounds
and Buildings*
W e s t b r o o k , Me .,

February 15th, 1897.

To the Honorable Mayor and Board o f Aldermen o f the City o f
Westbrook:
The Committee on Public Grounds and Buildings beg leave
to submit the following rep o rt:
The m atter of the fence along the northerly and westerly
line of Forest Street Grammar School lot, which was referred to
us, has been attended to. Suitable plans were submitted and
have been approved by the School Board.
CITY BUILDING.
This m atter has received careful attention. After due con
sideration we have come to the conclusion that any change, for
the present at least, is inadvisable. We would however, suggest
th at the lot be graded and otherwise improved.
ARMORY.
The School Board have generously offered two rooms in the
Forest Street Grammar School building for an armory, which
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have been accepted. Company M, of Cleaves Rifles are in posses
sion and well pleased w ith their quarters.
ALMS HOUSE.
W e earnestly recommend th at telephone communication be
established with the several police divisions. Poles are now set
to w ithin a short distance, and the amount of expenditure re
required would be small, and we believe it would result in a sav
ing to the city, and also afford greater protection in case of fire
or trouble w ith prisoners or tram ps.
W e would suggest th a t the Saco Street School House be con
nected with the sewer, and th at the old N orth School House be
removed as unsightly.
JO SE PH KNIGHT,
MAHLON C. BLACK,

y
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Committee on Laying Out
New Streets.
\ 896- 7.

Committee on Laying Out
New Streets,

To the Honorable Mayor and City Council of the City o f
Westbrook.
The following Report is respectfully submitted :
At the recommendation of your Committee on Laying out
New Streets the City of Westbrook has accepted the following
streets during the past year :
Mason street, from Main to Oak, 331.5 feet, 50 feet wide, June
1st, 1890.
Oak street, from Forest to Mason, 100.1 feet, 50 feet wide,
June 1st, 1890.
Rawkes street, from Stroudwater, 525 feet, 50 feet wide, July
0th, 1890.
The Committee held the required hearings and saw that the
streets were properly graded before recommending their accept
ance.
The grade of Stroudwater street, 924 feet, from Main street
was established July 20th, 1890.
A number of hearings have been held and a great deal of
time has been devoted by the Committee to the establishing and
defining the grade and side lines of Spring street. It was finally
voted by the Council, Feb. 1st, 1897, to make this street 49.5 feet
wide for 350 feet, commencing at Main street, and 45 feet for
2444 feet, or for the rest of the distance reported upon. By a
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little sacrifice on the part of the ab u tters this street m ight have
been made wider, but your Committee did not feel like forcing the
m atter, as it appeared th at the street m ust have been run out
originally, for most of the way, at the width of 45 feet.
There is a decided tendency on the p art of parties dedicating
streets to the city, to shirk the bringing of the streets to theproper grade, and your Committee would urge upon future Coun
cils the necessity of being sure this is done before the street is.
accepted.
on
CHAS. B. WOODMAN,
L a yin g out
HOW ARD M. STEVENS, New
Streets.
JO SEPH KNIGHT,

V

Committee on Street Lights
February 15th, 1897.
To the Honorable Mayor and B oard o f Aldermen.
G e n t l e m e n :— W e herew ith respectfully subm it the report
of the Committee on Street Lights :
Amount appropriated for street lights,
$4000 00
u expended for lighting,
$8883 70
u
for changing lights at
E ast End,
29 68
u
for changing lights on
Saco and B rackett Sts.
20 80
u
for changing lights on
Bridge St.,
20 00
-------3953 68
W estbr o o k ,

Balance unexpended,
$46 32
By vote of the City Council your Committee has put in the
following new lig h ts :
One 16 c. p. Indc. on the corner of Valentine and W est P lea
sant streets.
Three 16 c. p. Indc. on Pleasant street.
Two 25 c. p. Indc. on Forrest.street.
One 25 c. p. Indc. on Main street, near the residence of F ran k
M urray.
The following changes have been made at E ast E n d : 3 arc
lights on Main street, and one on Lamb street have been taken
out, and 25 c. p. Indc. lights substituted.
A t W est End : one arc light on Saco street has been removed
and four 25 c. p. Indc. p ut in its place. On B rackett street, two
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arc lights have been removed and three 25 c. p. Indc. and nine 16
c. p. Indc. substituted. On Bridge street, three are lights have
been taken out and twelve 25 c. p. Indc. substituted.
The street lights in use at the close of this municipal year
w ith cost of same are as follows :
25 arc lights, $100.00,
55 25 c. p. Indc. 21.50,
19 16 “
“
12.00,

$2500 00
1182 50
228 00
$5910 50

J. G. COBB,
)
FRANK H. CLOUDMAN, Committee on
TIMOTHY POMERLEAU, )

%

*

/

City Solicitor's Report,
W estbro o k ,

Feb. 24, 1897.

To the Honorable Mayor and City Council:
The hope expressed in my report of last year, th a t th e
city would, by this time, be entirely out of litigation, has not
been realized< The two B ryant cases are still pending in th e
Superior Court, and seem unlikely to be disposed of for some tim e
to come, except by insisting upon, and preparing for, trial, or pay
ing a small amount by way of compromise to the plaintiff’s atto r
ney. A compliance w ith the latter alternative, I have reason to
believe, would be most acceptable to the individual last named,
who appears to have no other prospect of securing compensation
for much work already performed. These cases are still under
the immediate charge of Mr. Lyons, who is fully acquainted w ith
all the circumstances attending them, and upon his judgm ent
respecting their final disposition the city can safely rely.
Early in the year differences were found to exist between th e
city government and the officers of the M aine Central R. R. Co.,
respecting the proper span of the overhead bridge which th e
railroad company was about to construct at the crossing on B row n
s tre e t; the railroad people claiming the right under the agreem ent
which had been entered into between the city and themselves,
w ith the approval of the Railroad Commissioners, of so placing:
their abutm ents as to narrow up the stree t at this point some ten
feet, for the purpose of allowing their bridge to cross the s tre e t
obliquely w ith an actual span of fifty feet, m easuring by the centre-.
i

\
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line. By direction of the Mayor I instituted proceedings in equity
to obtain a judicial construction of the agreement; and after a
preliminary hearing before Judge Strout for a temporary injunc
tion to prevent the building of an abutment within the street
lim its, at which, however, no definite result was reached, the
railroad company offered as a compromise to place their abut
ments on the street lines and rest the southerly end of the bridge,
which was of iron and already so far constructed as to preclude
alterations in the bridge itself, upon a steel pier to be located be’
tw een the sidewalk and the wrought part of the street on the
southerly side thereof. The offer, by my advice, was accepted,
and to-day travel passes unobstructed under the bridge, and the
city and public are happily rid of a most dangerous grade-crossing.
Another suit in equity, which is still pending, is that of the
Johnson Electric Service Co., against the city, entered at the
April term of the U. S. Circuit Court in Portland, and the city
summoned to appear at the September rules. This suit is far
alleged infringement of a patent by the use of a device for regu
latin g the temperature in the Forest Street Grammar School
House. Before it became necessary to file an answer to the plain
tiff’s bill an offer was made by the Powers Regulator Co., which
had furnished the offending contrivance to the city, to assume
th e defence and take charge of all further proceedings in that
behalf. The offer was accepted and the case is now in the hands
of Offield, Towle & Linthicum, of Chicago, attorneys for the last
named company, which is responsible for their compensation, and
for costs in the suit should the final result be against the city.
The most perplexing as well as vexatious of the questions
which have engaged my attention during the year have grown
out of the city’s relations with former tax-collectors. One suit
has been brought d ring the year against a collector under the
former town, and resulted m a speedy and fairly satisfactory
settlement. The affairs, however, of another of the collectors,
who served both under the town and the city, and who unfor
tunately has been placed by the ruthless hand of death beyond
the power of making any explanations or giving any intelligence
as to the proper application of certain items of credit, are, to put
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the case in the mildest form, in a deplorably uncertain condition ;
and judging from the apparent apathy or inability of a part of
the sureties on each of the bonds involved, suits, and perhaps
trials, will be necessary, before settlem ents can be reached. In
this connection I wish most emphatically to renew my recom
mendation of last year, th a t no official bonds be approved by the
city government until they have first received the approval of
the City Solicitor: and I would recommend also th a t for the fu t
ure all bonds of treasurers and collectors be taken at the city’s
expense, with some duly authorized surety company. I make
this latter recommendation for a reason th at should be obvious
to every one, viz. : th at sym pathy w ith our own citizens who
have had the misfortune to bestow confidence where it was abused,
would no longer stand in the way of obtaining speedy settlem ents
w ith delinquent officials.
Another recommendation contained in a former report which
is now renewed, is th a t seats be assigned in the chamber used for
meetings of the City Council, for heads of departm ents and
chairmen of boards, and the privilege accorded to these officials
of addressing the Council from their seats upon all m atters p er
taining to the duties of their respective offices.
W ith one more recommendation I will close this report. The
fact seems to have been conceded since the opinion of ex-Mayor
Matthews, of Boston, was given to th a t effect, th a t several of our
ordinances are in conflict w ith the city charter. I t would seem
now th a t the time had arrived when this m atter could be correct
ed ; and to th a t end I would suggest the appointm ent of a special
committee to revise and codify all the ordinances now in force,
and when they have been so revised and codified, I would further
suggest th a t they be printed in pam phlet form, and the by-laws
of the Board of H ealth printed, and bound in the same pam phlet.
F. M. RAY,
City Solicitor.
'Sjg

Report of the Trustees of Memorial
Library*
W e s t b r o o k , M e .,

February 1st, 1897.

To the Honorable Council o f the City o f Westbrook.
G e n t l e m e n :— The

Trustees and Regents of the Memorial
Library respectfully subm it the following report.
The organization for the past year has been as follows :
President,
W. K. Dana.
Vice-President,
A. A. Cordwell.
Secretary,
E. J. Haskell
A uditing Committee—W. K. Dana, T. P. Smith, A. A. Cordwell.
Purchasing Committee—W. W. Cutter, T. P. Smith, E. J .
Haskell.
In supplying the Library w ith reading m atter, we have tried
to obtain the latest and most popular books, as well as those th a t
would be useful to the student. W e think the people have ap
preciated this by the use they have made of the Library during
the past year, and we shall endeavor to raise the standard in the
years to come.
For the second tim e since the Library has been established,
we are obliged to report the death of one of our num ber.
Mr. Frank Haskell, one of the Trustees of the W alker fund,
passed away on the 24th of July last. He was a strong friend of
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the Library, interested in its prosperity and success, and we feel
the loss of his council and judgment in our work.
For a detailed account of our expenditures, we refer you to
the report of the Auditor.
The report of the Librarian will give the condition of the
Library and the work done daring the year.

Report of the Librarian.
February 12, 1897.
To the Trustees and Regents o f the Memorial Library o f Westbrook:
i.
G e n t l e m e n :— As required by Article Y of our Rules and
Regulations, I submit herewith the third annual report of the
Librarian covering the work of the year ending January 31st,
1897.
W estbro o k ,

ACCESSIONS.
During the year, 607 volumes have been added to the Library
from the following sources:
By purchase,
487 volumes.
By binding periodicals,
103
“
By gift,
3 .“
Public Documents, Reports, etc.,
14
“
The 487 volumes purchased were divided among the follow
ing subjects;
Theology,
10volumes.
History and Travel,
27
“
Biography,
22
“
Literature,
12
“
Sociology and Philosophy,
17
“
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A rts and Sciences,
Reference,
French,
Fiction,
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9 volumes.
4
“
22
364
“

Of these, 44 volumes were new copies of books previously
in the Library, but worn past use, and one replaced a book burned
on account of infection.
Four volumes have been discarded as not worth replacing.
Number of volumes, February 1st, 1896,
“
“
“
1st, 1897,

5,281
5,889
558 volumes.

Net gain,

PERIODICALS.

The list of C urrent Periodicals remains unchanged w ith the
exception of Leslie’s Pleasant Hours, which has been discontinued
and McClure’s Magazine subscribed for in its place.
Five magazines and three papers have been taken from the,
Reading rooms during the year.

CIRCULATION.

Num ber of books loaned for home use,
30,91L
N um ber of books consulted in the reading room, 1,638*
Total circulation,
32,552
Daily average,

107'

The largest num ber of books loaned in any one day during
the year, was 273 on February 1st, 1896.
The sm allest number, 23 on Jan u ary 28th, 1897.
The classification of books loaned for home use is as follows r
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French,
167
229
Theology,
1107
History and Travel,
Biography,
596
Literature,
660
319
Philosophy and Sociology,
492
Arts and Sciences,
171
Bound Magazines,
Fiction (including Juveniles) 26,873
30,914

Total,

.5 per
.8
3.6
1.9
2.2
1.0
1.6
1.5
86.9

cent.
(V
u
a

(i
•t
a
u
u

100 per cent,

As the French hooks have only been in circulation four
m onths of the year, the small percentage shown is accounted for.
Cards have been issued to 369 new applicants, making the
total number issued, to date, 2,295.
Notices have been mailed to 356 delinquent borrowers, and in
23 cases the Janitor has been obliged to call for the books.
No book has been lost through the circulating system.
Cash receipts are as follows:
Received from fines,
$57 36
Received from supplementary catalogues,
7 00
Received from sale of waste paper,
60
Total,

$65 46

Respectfully submitted,
HATTIE M. RAYMOND.

YYe' w ould' cftll 'the attention of our citizens to that part of
th e report relating to the magazines and papers taken from the
reading rooms. It seems almost incredible that anyone should
take from any public place that which has been placed there for
th e benefit of all, and use it for themselves alone. It is a most
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despicable thing and should anyone be detected doing it. they will
be punished to the extent of the law.
The Librarians and Janitor have our thanks for the manner
in which they have discharged their duties and the interest they
have displayed in their work. W e would respectfully ask th a t
th e sum of $1,500.00 be appropriated for the expenses of the
coming year.
Respectfully subm itted,
(Signed),

JOHN E. W ARREN,
W . W. CUTTER,
W. K. DANA,
A. A. CORD W ELL,
T. P . SMITH,
M. H. WEBB,
E. J. HASKELL.

Report of the Police Department.
C it y M a r s h a l ’s O f f ic e ,
W e s t b r o o k , M e .,

March 5th, 1897.

To the Honorable Mayor and B oard o f Aldermen o f
Westbrook:
I present herew ith the Sixth Annual Report for
pal year of 1896 :
A rrested on search w arrants,
Illegal transportation,
A ssault and battery,
Malicious mischief,
Street walking,
Cruelty to animals,
Cruelty to children,
Drunkeness and disturbance,
Larceny,
Over-driving horse,
Tramps,
Railer and brawler,
Gambling dens,
R esisting officers,
Personating officers,
Slander,
Truancy,
A dultery,
V iolating city ordinance,
Exposing person,
Total, *

the City o f
the munici
15
2
12
15
2
2
1
18
7
1
3
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
89

Respectfully subm itted,
W A LTER Y. KNIGHT, City Marshal..

ANNUAL REPORT
OF TH E

ASSESSORS w*
1896-7.

Assessorst Report.
To the Honorable Mayor and City Council o f the City o f
Westbrook :
We herewith submit our report for the year ending March
1st, 1897.
Amount appropriated including State and County
Tax,
$75,729 61
Amount of overlays and fractions,
607 40
$76,397 01
Divided as follows:
State Tax,
County Tax,
City Appropriations,

$8,814 49
4,805 12
62,610 00

Overlayings,

$75,729 61
667 40
$76,897 01

VALUATION FOR 1896.
Real Estate, Resident,
“
“
Non-Resident,

$1,704,770 00
1,013.855 00

Total Real Estate,
Personal Property, Resident,
“
“
Non-Resident,

$2,718,625 00
$315,545 00
688,300 00

Total, Personal,

$1,003,845 00

assessors
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Total Valuation, Real and Personal,
Tax on Real and Personal E state at $19 on $1000
valuation,
1890 Polls at $3,

$3,722,470 00
$70,727 01
5,670 00
$76,397 01

184 Pianos, value $100 each,
183 Organs, “ $50 each,
543 Horse kind,
522 Cow and Oxen kind,
105 Carriages,
117 Bicycles,
216 Dogs,
We have made the following abatements:
For 1894, as per Clerk’s books,
F or 1895, “
“
“
F or 1896, as follows:
Simon H. Maybury, poll, (old age)
Jo h n Brown, poll, unable to pay,
Jas. H. Pearson, poll, unable to pay,
J. R. Andrews, poll, unable to pay,
Daniel W. Knowlton, personal did not have,
Charles G. Libby, personal did not have,
Andrew T. Bodge, personal did not have,
W. A. Graham, (W ard 5) personal did not have,
Edmond Trickey, poll, (old age)
W alter D. Pride, personal did not have,
T. L. Dodge, personal did not have,
P atrick Killian, personal did not have,
E dw ard S. Brooks, personal did not have,
W illiam H. Cressey, poll, non-resident,
Cleophas Boucher, personal did not have,
Jo siah Hale, poll, unable to pay,
Carried forward,

$18,400
9,150
27,594
10,290
5,675

00
00
00
00
00

$1,338 92
122 93
3
3
3
3
1
1
1
3
5
3
1
3
3

00
00
00
00
90
90
90
95
00
70
95
14
90
00
95
00
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Brought forward,
James Pennell, poll, unable to pay,
Alden Pike, personal did not have,
John Jordan, personal did not have,
Henry F. Sands, poll, unable to pay,
Total for 1896,
Respectfully submitted,
GEO. B. GRAY,
C. A. MOSES,
CHARLES DAVIS,
WILLIAM ROBERTS,
J. A. CLARK,

$40 29
8 00
1 90
953 00
$49 14

Assessors
Westbrook.

Report of the Board of Health
W e s t b r o o k , M e .,

February 14th, 1897-

To the Honorable Mayor and City Council o f the City o f
Westbrook:
The following is the report of the local Board of H ealth f o r
the year ending Feb. 14, 1897.
There has been an increase in the rate of m ortality oyer th a t
reported last year. The rate then was 18.5 this year it is 18 per
one thousand, or nearly that.
Num ber of cases reported during the year of contagious,
diseases,
Scarlet fever
25
D iphtheria
9
Typhoid fever
5
Deaths from diphtheria one, typhoid fever, one.
B ut few complaints have been made during the year; they
are as follows: four from neglected house drainage and two from
the keeping of swine under filthy conditions.
In the early p art of the year we were threatened w ith an
epidemic of scarlet fever; there was ground for suspicions th at,
two or three of the school buildings had become infected. S trict
s precautionary measures were taken and during the vacation sea
son the suspected school buildings were thoroughly cleansed and
disinfected and for the last seven m onths but one case of scarlet
fever has been reported.
Medical authority sustains the conclusion th a t tonsilitis is.
communicable; therefore, prudence should be exercised in a fam ily
where this disease makes its appearance. I t frequently o cc u rs
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th a t what is pronounced tonsilitis is subsequently developed as
diphtheria.
In looking over a series of statistical tables compiled since
the introduction of Anti-Toxine comprising twenty-four thousand
cases taken from different sources and treated under varying con
ditions the fact remains that the mortality has apparently been
reduced 50 per cent.
The health department of New York city have reached the
conclusion that Anti-Toxine, if not a specific cure for all forms of
diphtheria occuring in the human subject, is by far the best
remedy for treatm ent of the disease and that the protection confered by immunizing doses is almost absolute for a short period
of time, say three or four weeks.
The m atter pertaining to the contagious diseases of animals
is receiving at this time a good deal of attention. It is an ad
m itted fact that in this State there exists less of tuberculosis
among its cattle, than in any other New England state; but it will
require the exercise of constant care and watchfulness to prevent
this disease from spreading until we reach the unenviable condi
tion of some other states.
This disease is identical in nature with that disease that is
known as consumption of the lungs in man, and may be com
municated from one animal to another.
We are informed by competent authority that the germs of
this disease may be communicated to the children of healthy
parents by the milk from a tuberculous cow. Statistical informa
tion discloses the fact that tuberculosis is prevalent and indicates
th a t it is spreading, except in states where active measures for
its suppression have been enforced.
In this state 202 cattle were condemned and destroyed
in
4/
1896. This is exclusive of the herd recently destroyed near this
city. This Local Board has been appealed to, asking that some
action be taken requiring the inspection of milk and the examina
tion of cows supplying milk to be sold in this city. Consequently
the Local Board has this m atter now under consideration.
As the By-laws of the Board are as binding as any of the
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Oity ordinances and have never been printed in connection w ith
the City reports they will be found following this report.
H. K. Griggs, Sec.

By-Laws of the Board of Health.
Section 1. On and after the tenth day of June, 1887, no
person shall be allowed to construct any cess-pool or other recep
tacle, or conductor for drainage of filth of any kind, in any locality
within the lim its of the city where access can be had for drainage
to a public sewer. W hen upon proper complaint made in w riting
to the Board of Health, any cess-pool, receptacle, or conductor,
constructed and m aintained prior to the adoption of these orders,
•shall, after careful and thorough investigation, be adjudged to
constitute a nuisance or a source of danger to the public health,
such cess-pool, receptacle, or conductor shall forthw ith be dis
continued and abolished, when the premises upon which said
nuisance exists can be connected w ith a public sewer. W hen
such nuisance exists in localities unprovided w ith proper street
sewers, such provision shall be made for them as the Board
of H ealth may determine.
S e c t io n 2. W henever any reasonable complaint is made in
regard to the keeping of swine w ithin the lim its of any village in
■the city, the executive officer of the Board of H ealth shall order
<said swine to be removed.
Section 3, Any accumulation of refuse m atter, such as
•swill, waste of meat, shells, bones, decayed vegetables, dead car
casses, excrement, or any kind of offal which may decompose and
generate disease, and thus affect the p u rity of the air in the im 
m ediate vicinity of any dwelling house or place of business, shall
“be considered a nuisance, and m ust be removed or disposed of by
“burial, burning, or otherwise, in such m anner th a t it may not be
offensive to the neighborhood w herever located.
Section 4. No diseased animal or its flesh, and no decayed
meat, fish, vegetables, or fruit, or impure or adulterated milk, nor
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impure or adulterated article used as food, shall be sold or offered
for sale as food.
S e c t io n 5. No privy vault shall be cleaned out between sun
rise and sunset without the written permission of the executive
officer of the board.
S e c tio n ' 6. Whenever written complaint shall be made to
the Board of Health of this town, signed by not less than three
persons, requesting the discontinuance of any privy vault situated
near any dwelling house within the limits of this city, it shall be
the duty of the Board of Health to forthwith examine the prem
ises complained of, and, if after full investigation the Board of
Health shall decide th at the privy vault should be abolished, they
may order the same discontinued, and water closets substituted
instead, provided convenient access may be had to a public sewer.
S e c t io n 7. A public funeral shall not be held for any person
who has died of scarlet fever, diphtheria, small-pox, cholera, oi%
typhus fever: and the body of any person who has died of these
diseases shall neither be brought within nor carried without the
jurisdiction of this board, without permission in writing from the
board, nor shall there be a dis-interment of any such body after it
has been once buried, without the permission of the board.
S e c t io n 8. No dead animal shall, within the jurisdiction of
this board, be put into any river, well, spring, cistern, reservoir,
stream or pond.
S e c t io n 9. ‘ No privy vault, cess-pool, or reservoir, into
which a privy, water closet, stable, or sink is drained, except it is
water-tight, shall be established or permitted within one hundred
feet of any well, spring, or other source of water used for drink
ing or culinary purposes.
S e c t io n 10. All privy vaults, cess-pools, or reservoirs
named, shall be cleaned out twice a year, once in the spring, not
later than the 15th of May, and once in the autumn, not earlier
than the 15th of October.
S e c t io n 11. Earth privies and earth closets, with no vault
below the surface of the ground, shall be excepted in Section 10;
but sufficient dry earth or coal as he must be used daily to absorb
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all the fluid part of the deposit, and the entire contents m ust be
removed at least monthly.
S e c t i o n 12. All sewer drains th at pass within fifty feet of
any source of water used for drinking or culinary purposes, shall
be water tight, and in sandy soil the limit shall be eighty feet.
S e c t i o n 13. Swine shall be kept in such place and manner
as not to be offensive to the persons residing in the vicinity; and
their pens and yards m ust be kept deodorized by the application
of dried muck, dry earth, or some other effective absorbent. The
same rule, w ith regard to deodorization applies to horses, cows,
and other stock.
S e c t i o n 14. No drainage of any kind, sink, cess-pool, w ater
closet, or house drainage of any description shall empty into any
public street w ithin the limits of this city.
S e c t io n 15. No person shall clean out any privy vault w ith
out first obtaining a perm it in w riting from the local Board of
Health. And after the fifteenth of August, 1893, the work of
cleaning out vaults m ust be done by w hat is known as the “B arrel
Method,” and some deodorizer which shall be approved by said
board m ust be used.
C H A PTER 123, PU B LIC LAW S OF 1887.
S ec. 26. Any person who shall willfully violate any of the
provisions of this act or of said regulations and by-laws the pen
alty for which is not herein specifically provided for and any per
son who shall willfully interfere or prevent the execution of the
provisions of this act or of said regulations and by-laws, shall be
guilty of a misdemeanor; and upon conviction thereof shall be
subject to a fine of not more than fifty dollars.
E. A. D U RELL,
)
Board
J. L. IIORR, M. D., Vof
H. K. GRIGGS,
)
H ealth
Approved:
WM. W IR T V IRG IN ,
Justice S. J. Court.

Report of the Trustees of Woodlawn
Cemetery*

March 1st, 1897.
To the Honorable Mayor and City Council of the City o f
WestbrooJc.
The Trustees in accordance w ith Section four of City ordi
nance for the government and control of W oodlawn Cemetery'
respectfully subm it the following report:
Num ber of lots made and unsold eighty-six.
Valued,
S4675 00'
House and lot,
800 00
About five acres unoccupied land,
375 00
Tools including lawn mower, wheelbarrows, drills,
wedges, rakes, forks, tape measure, etc.,
28 70
W

estbro o k ,

$5878 70
N um ber of lots sold during the Municipal year
ending March 1st, ’97 fourteen, amount,
A m ount pledged for perpetual care,

630 00
450 001080 00'

Twelve lots have been made and graded.
Fourteen ornam ental trees have been planted.
Avenues have been kept in excellent condition.
Ornam ental beds have been placed at C entral entrance a n d ’
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th e balance of beds have been kept with flowers and plants as
usual.
Section I has been ploughed and put in good ' condition pre
paratory to seeding for turf for future use.
A large quantity of loam was found in grading Rochester
street, which was removed to the cemetery to be used in filling
lower part of Section K.
The matter of Perpetual Care as fixed by City ordinance has
met with general approval and the Trustees are able to report
th a t at no time since the opening of Woodlawn Cemetery has
there been so many expressions of interest in the Cemetery as at
present.
The difference in the City treasurer’s report as compared
with the trustees is explained by the fact that the treasurer’s re
ceipts include balance due in the past, while the trustees include
w hat has been sold from March 1st,’96 to March 1st, ’97, deeds not
.being given until the lot and perpetual care are paid for.

A N N U A L REPO RT
OF T H E

Overseers of the Poor,
1896- 7.

Report of the Overseers of the
Poor*
We herewith submit for your consideration the receipts and
expenditures for the year ending March 1st, 1897*
INSANE HOSPITAL.
We have at the Insane Hospital at the expense of the city
at the present time, Elmer Pennell at the expense of about fifteen
dollars per month.
OUTSIDE POOR ACCOUNT.
D k.
To amt. expended,

$2,950 87

To balance,

$2,950 37
$26 44

•

Cr.
By appropriation,
$2,500 00
“ aj)t. from other
cities and towns, 428 98
“ balance,
26 44
$2,950 37

The monthly expenses of this department are as follows :
$ 87 85
1896.—March,
118 76
“
April,
141 68
“
May,
446 67
“
June,
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1896.—July,
“
August,
“
September,
“
October,
“
November,
“
December,
1897.—January,
“
February,

106
285
238
187
303
394
284
358

74
89
70
97
13
30
71
97

2,950 87
OUTSIDE POOR ACCOUNT.
By amount paid by other cities and towns,
Due from other cities and towns :
Mechanic Falls,
Poland,
City of Lewiston,
“ Peering;

$428 9813 00■
33 86
22 17
32 13

ALMS HOUSE AND FARM.
D r.

Cr .

To Amt. expended,

$3,118 36

To Balance,

$3,118 36
$16 90

B y,A ppropriation,
“ A m t received,
“ Balance,

$1,500 001>601 46
10 90
$3,118 36

To am ount expended during the municipal year is as follow s;
1896.-—March,
u
April,
u
May,
u
June,
u
July,
u
A ugust,
a
September,

$ 119
212
:• 400
313
. 285
199
.;m

71
29
23
76
07

97
09.
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1896.—October,
“ November,
u December,
1897.—January,
“ February,

OF W ESTBBO O K .

220 80
238 08
225 08
408 63
323 15
$3,118 36

The amount received on account of Alms House and Farm
during the municipal year is as follows :
1896.--March,
S 127 06
<( April,
121 71
c.
May,
102 18
cc June,
127 74
cc July,
75 15
cc August,
96 60
September,
102 55
October,
121 03
cc November,
112 77
cc December,
119 29
1897.-—January,
70 01
cc February,
425 37
Cl

Ci

$l,6ul 46
The number of inmates at the Farm at the present time is
eleven ; three more than last year.
aged 68 years.
John Doherty,
<c 47
cc
Henry Carr,
cc 26
cc
Albert Lowell,
cc
Archie Raymond, cc 23
cc
Andrew Boynton, cc 60
cc 54
cc
Mary Coyne,
cc 52
cc
Bessie Babb,
cc
cc 47
Mary Huckins,
cc
cc 42
Florence Maffet,
cc 24
cc
Mabel Lowell.
cc
cc 28
Mary Richard,
W e have also lodged and fed 723 tramps.

R EPO R T OF T H E

OVERSEERS
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OF POOR.

IN V ENTORY OF ALMS HOUSE AND FARM.
Real estate consisting of house and farm,
P est house,
4 horses,
7 cows,
2 hogs,
30 hens,
100 feet of hose,
1 plow,
2 harrows,
3 cultivators,
2 mowing machines, new and old,
2 double wagons and carts,
1 single wagon and cart,
2 sets of sleds, new and old,
1 set of sleds, single,
2 hay racks,
2 drag rakes,
4 hand rakes,
2 garden rakes,
1 Concord wagon,
1 Beach wagon,
2 sets of double harnesses,
2 single harnesses,
3 blankets,
5 halters,
1 robe,
2 fly nets,
2 whips,
1 hay tedder,
1 grindstone,
2 horse rakes,
3 scythes and snaths,
1 bush scythe and snath,
2 hoes,
Carried forward,

7,500
300
350
350
18
15
6
8
25
15
55
200
25
85
15
35
1
1
25
20
90
15
10
2
5
3
2
25
3
27
3
1

00
00
00
00
oo
oo
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
oo
00
00
75
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
50
00
00
00
00
oo
25
50

$9,237 00
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Brought forward,
2 reels of wire,
3 saws arid frames,
6 chains,
2 pick axes,
1 cross cut saw,
6 hay forks,
6 manure forks,
2 potato diggers,
1 manure digger,
1 stone hammer,
1 crowbar,
1 ladder.
2 monkey wrenches,
6 shovels,
1 long loading chain,
1 bunk for lodging,
1 stump lifter,
2 grain chests,
1 set of measures,
2 carts,
Oak plank,
100 clap boards,
1 carpenter’s bench,
2 hammers,
6 augers,
6 bits,
1 bit stock,
3 planes,
1 drawing knife,
2 hatchets,
3 hand saws,
1 square,
8 cider barrels,
1 chisel,
Carried forward,

$9,237 00
3 50
3 50
4 00
2 00
2 00
3 00
3 00
1 00
50
1 00
1 00
2 50
2 00
3 00
3 00
2 50
10 00
6 00
1 00
25 00
3 00
2 00
3 00
1 00
1 00
1 00
50
2 00
50
1 00
3 00
1 00
8 00
50
$9244 00
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B rought forward,
3 molasses barrels,
2 bushel baskets,
1 half-bushel basket,
7 screen doors,
38 flour barrels,
1 culler,
2 pairs of hames and tugs,
2 sleighs,
1 pung,
5 axes,

$9,244 00
3 00
1 00
25
12 00
7 00
2 50
5 00
15 00
10 00
5 00
$9,304 75

INM ATES’ D EPA RTM EN T.
2 cook stoves,
1 dozen plates,
1 “ bowls,
1 “ cups and saucers,
1 “ steel knives and forks,
2 “ common spoons,
1 salt shaker,
1 pepper shaker,
2 pudding dishes,
2 q uart dippers,
1 two quart dipper,
3 wash basins,
14 chairs,
3 rocking chairs,
6 small stands,
2 bureaus,
1 dish pan,
1 du stp an ,
*3 lamps,
1 lounge,
Carried forw ard,

$10
1
2
2
3
1

5
3
4
3
1

2

00
50
00
00
00
20
10
10
50
20
10
75
00
75
00
00
25
25
75
00

$41 45
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Brought forward,
8 bedsteads,
5 single bedstead*,
2 tables,
3 mirrors,
6 tin buckets,
1 bath tub,
1 sick chair,
1 butcher knife,
2 mixing spoons,
2 ladles,
1 colander,
1 egg beater,
2 stone jars,
10 glass jars,
2 trays,
2 chopping knives,
1 baking pan,
6 bread pans,
24 milk pans,
14 milk cans,
3 milk pails,
1 strainer,
1 six quart pail,
1 dinner pail,
1 cream pail,
9 fire emergencies,
2 quart dippers,
4 cake cutters,
1 two quart dipper,
2 steamers,
1 bread toaster,
1 dust pan,
1 white iron kettle,
1 coffee pot,
Carried forward,

$41
16
15
3
1
3
5
6

45
00
00
00
50
50
00
00
50
25
50
50
25
1 50
1 00
TO
1 00
1 50
1 00
5 00
14 00
1 50
50
50
50
1 00
9 00
25
20
15
1 00
15
25
1 00
50

$135 65

)
!
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t
B rought forward,
1 tea pot,
9 feather beds,
3 mattresses,
12 pillows,
12 straw beds,
24 pillow cases,
24 sheets,
11 pairs blankets,
2 bed spreads,
22 comfortables,
12 towels,
2 bed pans,
4 chambers,
3 pair crutches,
Ball chain and fetters,
Clothing on inmates,

$135 65
50
65 00
6 00
12 00
6 00
7 OO
10 00
16 50
3 00
32 00
3 00
5 00
2 00
4 50
5 00
40 00
$353 15

S U PE R IN T E N D E N T ’S D EPA R TM EN T.
1 cook stove,
1 coal stove,
1 set of dishes,
6 bowls,
3 milk pitchers,
2 pudding dishes,
1-2 dozen silver knives and forks,
1
“
“ teaspoons,
1 carving knife,
1 rolling pin,
1 kneading board,
s 1 sieve,
2 b u tter boxes,
1 dish pan,
1 corned beef press,
Carried forward,

$25
15
9
1
1
4
2
1

1

00
00
00
00
75
00
00
00
00
25
50
25
50
25
50

$62 00
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Brought forward,
2 firkins.
2 bean pots,
2 wash tubs,
1 wash bench,
1 ten gallon oil can,
1 filler,
1 hanging lam}),
■6 lamps,
3 lanterns,
1 ice chest,
21 hand grenades,
1 ice cream freezer,
1 churn.
1 sewing machine,
1 wringer,
2 wash boards,
3 common tables,
2 extension tables,
6 common chairs,
8 dining chairs,
G sitting-room chairs,
1 lounge,
1 table,
1 m irror,
1 chamber set,
1 bedstead,
1 milk cupboard,
2 carpets,
1 stair carpet,
1 oil cloth,
10 curtains and fixtures,.
2 feather beds,
2 mattresses,
G comfortables,

$G2 00
1 00
50
2 00
50
1 75
25
G 00
3 00
1 50
8 00
10 00
2 00
2 00
12 00
2 00
50
4 50
13 00
1 50
7 25
9 00
10 00
5 00
3 00
30 00
3 00
12 00
20 00
6 00
5 00
10 00
20 00
5 00
12 00
$291 25

Carried forward,

I
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B rought forward,
6 pillows,
2 table cloths,
2 bureaus,
2 clothes baskets,
1 clothes horse,
4 flat irons,

*

$291
9
3
5
2
1
1

25
00
00
00
00
50
00

$312 75
SU PPLIES ON HAND.
30 lbs. sugar,
8 lbs. butter,
1-2 lb. cassia,
1-2 lb. allspice,
1-2 lb. ginger,
1-2 lb. nutmeg,
2 lbs. cream tartar,
2 lbs. soda,
20 lbs. soap,
2 lbs. starch,
40 lbs. lard,
18 packages Gold Dust,
21-2 barrels pork,
3 boxes of corn,
5 cans tomatoes,
2 can peaches,
20 lbs. ham,
90 bushels potatoes,
15
“
beans,
145 “
barley,
20
“
apples,
30 cords of wood,
4 tons of coal,
C a rrie d fo rw ard ,

1 50
2 00
15
15
15
25
60
10
1 00
15
2 80
4 50
25 00
4 50
50
20
1 80
45 00
22 50
72 50
5 00
90 00
24 00
$304 35
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Brought forward,
15 “ hay,
2
“ straw,
35 cords of dressing,
315 gallons vinegar,
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$304 35195 00
20 00
210 00
03 00

792 30
W e would recommend the appropriation of $1,500 for the
Alms House and Farm, and $2,500 for the Outside Poor for the
municipal year ending March 1st, 1898.
Respectfully submitted,
C. R. ANDERSON, ) ^
B. F. ROBERTS,
C
S. H. SKILLINGS, ) the
•
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Auditor's Report,

A u d it o r ’s O f f i c e ,

March 1, 1897.

To the Honorable City Council;
G e n t l e m e n :— In

accordance with the requirements of the
ordinance relating to the office of “ Auditor of Accounts,” I have
the honor to present herewith my report of the receipts and ex
penditures of the various departments of the City of Westbrook
for the financial year ending March 1st, 1897.
The first account in the report is the “ Old Liabilities,” or bills
contracted prior to March 1, 1896. As no appropriation has been
made to cover these expenditures, the total amount has been
charged against the City Debt.
The City Debt at the beginning of this year was as follows :
LIA BILITIES:
Bonded Debt,
City Notes,
Unpaid Mayor’s Orders,
Dog Licenses,
N. A. Swett, collector, 1889,
Memorial Library, books,

$124,400 00
80,200 00

610
318
260
160

94
00
77
88
$155,950 59

a u d i t o r ’s

r e po r t

95-

.

S 1,662 89
41,797 23
1,779 85'

Tax Deeds,
Due from Collectors,
Balance in Treasury,

$45,289 97
N et debt, March 1st, 1896,
To this amount add the Old Liabilities
paid during the year,

$110,710 62
462 95'

Actual net debt, March, 1896,

$111,173 57

It will be noticed th a t under several accounts are memoran
dums of “ Mayor’s Orders, unpaid.” These amounts are included
in the expenditures of the respective accounts under which they
appear, but the orders have not been presented to the T reasurer
for payment.
Accounts in detail of the city property, the city debt, and a ll
other statem ents required by the ordinance establishing this de
partm ent, will be found under their appropriate heads.
Respectfully subm itted
G. H. KNOW LTON,
A uditor o f Accounts

W estbro o k ,

Me ., March 1st, 1897.

The following report in detail has been examined by us, in'
accordance w ith the provisions of “ An Ordinance relating to*
closing the annual accounts and publishing City R eports,” and
we hereby approve said report and certify th a t it is correct.
C. J. McLELLAN,
J. G. COBB,

Committee on>
Accounts.
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of Old Liabilities or Bills contracted prior to March
1st, 1896, paid during the current municipal year.

S tatem ent

OLD LIABILITIES.
D r.

Or.

To expenditures,
462 95 | By city debt,
Mayor’s Order, No. 3, amount $24.87 unpaid.

462 95

EXPENDITURES.
Brooks’ Express,
Brackett, E. J.,
Cobb, G. M.,
Davis, Albert,
Eortin, John,
Knowlton, G. II.,
K night, J. C.,
Labean, Mrs. Martin,
Porter, A. II.,
Rice, C. M., Paper Co.,
Roberts, B. F.,
Stewart, P. L.,
Starr, II. G.,
Sawyer, C. P.,
Stevens, Jones & Co.,
Smith, T. P.,
W escott, L. E.,
W arren, F. E.,
W alker, J. F.,
W ebb, F. E ,

$10 95
15 20
5 70
6 75
5 25
32 20
98 02
1 50
15 83
2 00
32 50
50 00
6 20
5 00
11 00
3 00
16 20
50 00
60 00
35 65
$462 95
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of the Receipts and Expenditures of the City of
W estbrook for the municipal year ending March 1, 1897.

S tatem ent

ABATEM ENTS.

Dr.
T o Expenditures,

1,511 04

Cr.

By Appropriation,
“ Bal. overdrawn,

.,511 04

D r.
To Expenditures,

1,000 00
511 04
SI,511 04

ALMS HOUSE AND FARM .

Cr.
$3,186 44

By Appropriation, $1,500 00
“ Receipts,
1,554 45
“ Bal. overdrawn,
81 99

S3,136 44
S3,136 44
Mayor’s Orders Nos. 137, 147,157, 162,169, am ount $32.57 unpaid.
E X P E N D IT U R E S.
Achorn, A.,
Andrews, C. L.,
Anderson, C. R.,
Bragdon B ro s ,
Baker, Frank,
Boynton, H. T.
Brown, Jam es L.
Babb, Jos. H.
B urns & Hawes,
Bohnsen, J. L.
Brooks’ Express,
Boothby, R. C.
Campbell, James,
C utter, W. W .
Cragin, W . L.
Dunn, Geo. C.

13 24
8 15
23 50
3 75
10 28
33 67
9 14
12 07
37 50
3 20
3 00
25 68
120 00
86 05
23 30
17 94
Carried forward,

$430 47
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Brougnt forward,
Dunn, J. K.
Dunn, J. K., & Co.
Fortin, John,
Farrar, I. M
Frye, John J.
Gray, A. E.
Griggs, H. K.
Hopkinson, S. F.
Hudson, Jas.
Hanson, W. H.
Harmon, F. J.
Hodsdon, W . P.
Hodsdon, C. A.
Johnson, C. H.
Jackson, H. B.
Lowe, I. P.
London, C. L.
Lewis, C. E.,
Libby, J. A.
Lamer, M. F.
Leighton, C. H.
Lowell, Lewis,
Libby, Edw.
Laverty, E. J.
Larochelle, Jos.
McNair, Wm.
Mariner, G. F.
Moulton, F. E.
McLellan, W. E.
Morris, J. W.
New England Furniture Co.
O’Brien, Wm.
Parey, Jos.
Phillips & Webb,
Pride, B. G.
Carried forward,

$430 47
54 69
148 95
8 20

11 75
61 80
17 91
17 00
49 49
1 70
18 80
12 32
21 00

65
12
108
33
41

00
60
82
00
65
85
2 50
19 50
1 50
2 40
6 00
2 45
95 73
1 00
9 70
87 50
27 90
413 45
5 07
2 40
236 17
83 63
68 17
----------- $2,171 07

a u d i t o r ’s

r e po r t

B rought forward,
Pride, W. D.
Purrington, W. G.
Raymond. G. H.
Eiggs, A. S.
Roberts, B. F.
Roberts, J. D.
Royal Cross Chemical Co.
Spear, W. W.
Skillings, S. H.
Snow, T. H.
Sawyer, C. L.
U niversalist church,
Woodman, C. B.
W eston, C. A., & Co.
W estbrook H ardw are Co.
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.

$2,171
69
48
6
7
100
74
8
19
101
13
400
20
50
7
27

07
00
00
94
38
10
75
50
43
50
13
00
00
75
70
99
$8,136 54

R EC EIPTS.
Labor of teams,
Hay,
Milk and produce,

746 84
294 10
513 51
$1,554 45

Dr.
To Amount paid,
“ Balance due,

Dr.
To A m ount paid,
“ Bal. due,

BONDS.
$15,100 00
129,300 00

,
CeBy Bal. Mar. 1,96, $124,400 00
ft Amt. issued,
20,000 00

$144,400 00

$144,400 00

CITY NOTES.

Cr.

$40,000 00
40,200 00

By Bal. Mar. 1, 96, $30,200 00
“ Am t. issued,
50,000 00

$80,200 00

$80,200 OO
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CRUSHED STONE.
D r.

Cr .

To Expenditure,
$1,758 59
“ Bal. unexpended,
326 66

By Appropriation,
“ Receipts,

$2,080 25

$ 2,000 00

80 25
$2,080 25

EXPENDITURES.
Labor as per pay rolls,
Babb, Isaac,
Brooks, E. S.
City Farm,
Curtis, Fred.
Conant, Daniel,
Chase, A. A.
Delcourt, Chas.
Dodge, T. L.,
Grant, F. II.
Hanlon, W. H.
Hodsdon, C. A.,
Hawkes, N. L.
Knowlton, J. J.
Lowe, I. P.
Libby, Alonzo,
Leighton, Frank B.
Pomerleau, Timothy,
Pratt, W. Scott,
Powers, Robert,
Pride, \V\ D.
Raymond, G. H.
Raymond, II. M.
'Quinby, 1. F.
Sheehan, C.
Skillings, S. H.
W estbrook Hardware Co.

$888 30
25 20
40 25
56 00
10 50
45 50
24 50
17 50
2 78
22 75
82 38
3 13
63 92
13 83
1 75
21 00
41 50
35 00
71 35
28 70
25 25
42 38
46 20
57 75
21 00
54 95
10 22
$1,753 59
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R EC EIPTS.
$80 25

Rock sold to C utter and Benoit,

DISCOUNT ON TAXES.

Dr.

To Amt. allowed,
“ Bal. unexpended,

$852 29
47 71

Cr„

By Appropriation,

$900 00-

$900 00
DOG LICENSES.

Dr.
To Paid State,
44 Balance,

$200 00
318 00

Cr.
$318 00

By Balance,
“ Receipts,

200 00
$518 00

$518 00
DRAINS AND SEW ER S.

Dr.
To Expenditure,

St.

$900 00

$4,551 76

By
44
44
44

Cr.

Appropriation, $3,000
51
Receipts,
Sewer assessments, 557
942
Bal. overdrawn,

00
98
41
37

$4,551 76
$4,551 76
Mayor’s Order, No. 50, am ount $98.86 unpaid.
E X P E N D IT U R E S .

m

Labor as per pay rolls,
Brooks’ Express,
City Farm,
C utter, W . W .
Crague, W . L.
Eastm an, K.
Griggs, H. K.
Haw kes’ B rick Works,
Leighton, F. B.
Carried forw ard >

$2,335
36
21
2
1
20
307
61

91
50
00
50
68
16
50
17
25

s

$2,786 67
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Brought forward.
Lamb, W. W.
McLellan, W. E.
Knight, J. C.
Phillips & Webb,
Roberts, G. T.
Raymond, G. H.
Westbrook Hardware Co.
W arren, J. E., agent,

$2,786
14
15
98
1,328
9
169
55
72

67
88
36
86
13
50
55
92
89
$4,551 76

RECEIPTS.
Labor and pipe connecting sewers,
Dr.
To Expenditures,

$51 98

FIR E DEPARTMENT.
$1,066 95

Or.

By Appropriation,
u Bal. overdrawn,

1,000 00
66 95

$1,066 95
SI,066 95
Mayor’s Orders Nos. 30, 49, amount $6.85 unpaid.
EXPENDITURES.
Brooks' Express,
Boynton, II. T.
Boston Woven Hose and Rubber Co.
Chronicle, The,
Chase, A, A.
Eastman, K.
Fox, John M., & Co.
Gray & Houstem
Hopkinson, S. F.
Hawkes, N. L.
Hodsdon, C. A.
Kinmond, E. F.
Lowe, I. P.
Miller, Wm.
McLellan, W. E.
New England Gamewell Co.
Carried forward,

i

76 15
1 05
12 00

2 25
14 50
2 05
5*93
38 23
»7
6 00

2 50
5 00
1 30
2 30
2 45
30 00
--------

$202 48

a u d i t o r ’s

r e po r t
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B rought forward,
Pride, W. D.
Pride, B. G.
Porter, A. H.
Raymond, K. S.
Roberts, B. F.
Snow, T. H.
■Smith, E. H.
Spear, W. W,
Springer, G. T.
Btanwood, E. L., & Co.
Stevens, H. M.
Smith, Jas. L.
Swan, Chester,
T rafton, Jam es A.
W estbrook H ardw are Co.
Westbrook Electric L ight and Power Co.
W arren, J. E., Agent,
W yer, W . H.
Woodman, C. B.
Hook & Ladder Co. Ho. 1, pay roll,
“
“
Ho. 1, extra services,
Presum pscot Hose Co. Ho. 1, pay roll,
“
“
Ho. 1, extra services,
V alentine Hose Co. Ho. 2, pay r dII,
“
“
Ho. 2, extra services,

$202 48
25
. 38 28
40
10 98
75 00
7 78
27 25
9 30
1 30
5 88
90
5 00
6 00
90 00
3 02
62 28
9 60
1 75
2 15
155 00
12 40
155 00
6 00
155 00
24 00
$1,066 95

Dr.
To Expenditure,

FIR E ALARM.
$1,500 00 | By Appropriation,

Cr.
$1,500 00

E X P E N D IT U R E S.
'The Gamewell F ire Alarm Telegraph Co.

$1,500 00
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HEALTH DEPARTMENT.
I)R.

To Expenditures,
§218 85
u Bal. unexpended, 131 15

By Appropriation,

S350 00 I
Mayor’s Order No. 21, amount $1.70 unpaid.

Or.
$350 00
8350 00

EXPENDITURES.
Barbour, Frank,
Burgess, R. K.
Chronicle, The,
Drevole, Fred,
Fortin, John,
Griffiths, Wm.
Hermann, G. E.
Knox, Wm.
Libby, Emma,
Melvin, A. A.
Phillips, E. L.
Pride, W. D.
Rack lift, Ernest,
Smith, Clias.’D.
Starr, II. G.
Toutloff, C.
Talon, J. B.
Woodman, C. B.
W ashburn, J.J’H.
Weirs, David K.

$15
17
6
12
4
5
7
22
31
6
18
4
5
1
15
17
2
10
15

00
50
25
50
50
00
50
50
25
00
75
75
50
00
70
00
50
65
00
00
$218 85*

INCIDENTALS.
Dr .

To Expenditures,
$3,533 10
“ Bal. unexpended,
40 06

By Appropriation,
“ Receipts,

Cr.
$3,167 40
405 82

$3,573 22
$3,573 22
Mayor’sJOrders Nos. 136, 137, 138, 140, 141, 142, 144, 145, 152,.
164, 168, 170, 171, amount $194.64 unpaid.

a u d i t o r ’s

r e po r t
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EXPENDITURES.
Anderson, C. A.
Bragdon, Miss F. A.
Bryant, J. W\
Boynton, H. T.
Barrett, F.
Burroughs, A. H.
Babb, Mrs. II. S.
Chronicle, The,
Cutter, W.
W.
Cobb, A. K.
Chute, A. C.
Cloudman Post No. 100, G. A. R.
Cobb, 0 . A.
Cobb, S. H.
Champion Iron Co.
Couturier, Adj.
Doyle, Edw.
Dodge, T. L.
Doolan, Thos.
Eastm an, C. S.
Eastm an, K.
Evening Express Publishing Co.
Foster & Brown,
Griggs, II. K.,
Goozy, Ambrose,
Hawes, H. H. B.
Hawkes, N. L.
Hezelton, G. J.
Hodsdon, C. A.,
Hall, A. M.,
Horr, J. L.
Knight, W . V.
K night, L. V.
Knowlton, G. H .
Carried forw ard,

7 00
75 00
5 00
1 00
13 00
5 75
15 00
159 00
9 88
3 50
5 00
100 00
48 55
3 75
155 00
20 75
5 00
1 88
15 00
110 00
18
3 00
16 34
77 25
4 00
100 00
30 67
1 50
31 25
1 50
10 00
10 00
1 25
119 60
—

$1,165 60
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Brought forward,
$1,165 60
Leighton, F. B.
28 00
Libby, C. I).
7 62
Libby, Alonzo,
15 00
Lakeside Press
12 50
Loring, Short & Harmon,
90 55
Mayberry, E. T.
45 98
Melvin, A. A.
245 05
Murch, G. Fred.
4 00
Murch, A. F.
50
Portland W ater Go.
107 80
Phillips & Webb,
8 49
Pidgeon, Q.
8 25
Pride, B. G.
4 71
Pride, W. D.
10 75
Pomerleau, Timothy,
4 00
Raymond, II. M.
11 60.
Ray, F. M.
1 75
Raymond, K. S.
92 70
Rock, Geo.
2 95
Springer, G. T.
26 42
Smith, E. II.
81 50
Standisli W ater and Construction Co.
46 00
State Reform School,
52 00
Sullivan, John F.
7 71
3 55
Senate, F. A., & Co.
246 00
Sacearappa Lodge Ro. 11,1.O.O.F.
1 25
Swan, John,
34 75
Smith, T. P.
50 00
Stewart, P. L.
61 75
Union Snow Plow and Wagon Co.
110 00
Yerrill, F. A.
51 80
Westbrook Electric Light and Power Co.
5 72
W itham, W. E.
3 25
Witham, Dr.
13 65
Webb, W. W.
C arried forw ard,

$2,613 15
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R E PO RT.

W hitney N ursery Co.
W estbrook Express
W arren, J. E., Agt.
Woodman, C. B.
Winslow, A. B.
W estbrook Publishing Co.
W aterhouse, C M.
P ay Roll Election officers, March, 1896,
“
Sept., 1896,
“
“
«
Nov., 1896,

23
2
19
1
12
38
137
70
70
70

62
25
70
88
12
50
50
00
00
00
3,057 72

IN CID EN TA LS (School B ooks).
American
Book Co.
«i
Ginn & Co.,
Houghton, Mifflin & Co.
Heath, D. C., & Co.
Leach, Schewell & Sanborn,
Maynard, Merrill & Co.
Silver, B urdett & Co.
.^

42
337
9
5
12
2
65

19
85
60
00
50
40
90
$475 44
$3,533 16

R EC EIPTS.
S tate of Maine acct. dog tax,
“
“
acct. dog damage,
“
“
acct. R. R. Tel. tax,
Licenses;
Fines, municipal court,
Liquor vessels,
Rent of house,

$227
15
42
65
10

80
00
27
00
00
75
45 00
$405 82
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INTEREST.
Dr .

To Expenditures,

$7,741 51

Or.
$6,500
00
By Appropriation,
1,000 34
“ Receipts,
241 J7
“ Bal. overdrawn,

$7,741 51

$7,741 51

MEMORIAL LIBRARY.
D r.

To Expenditures,

Cb .

$1,705 02

By Appropriation, $1,500 00
“ Receipts,
80 86
“ Bal overdrawn,
124 16

$1,705 02

$1,705 02

EXPENDITURES.
Anderson, C. A.
Brooks Express,
Fortin, John,
Eastman, Miss Lou,
Hawkes, N. L.
Leighton, F. B.
Pride, B. G.
Pride, W. D.
Quincey & Thornton,
Raymond, G. H.
Raymond, Miss H. M.
“
“
supplies,
Smith, E. H.
Snow, T. H.
Springer, G. T.
Westbrook Electric Light and Power Co.

450 00
20 60
o 50
800 00
3 25
3 00
171 31
50
95 00
26 39
325 02
35 29
70 45
2 00
12 11
187 60
$1,705 02

a u d i t o r ’s
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RECEIPTS.
Insurance,
Fines, catalogues, etc.

16 00
64 86
$80 86

MEMORIAL LIBRA RY (Books).

Dr.

Cr .

To Expenditures,
“ Bal. Mar. 1, 1897,

$119 65
191 23

By Bal. Mar. 1, 1895,
“ Receipts,

160 88
150 00
$310 88

$310 88

EXPENDITURES.
Bodge, Geo. M.
Campbell, Mrs. W . W .
Journal of Commerce and Commercial
Bulletin,
-Quincey & Thornton,

5 00
3 50
24 90
86 25
$119 65

RECEIPTS,
S tate of Maine, 10 per cent, of appropriation, $150 00

MEMORIAL! DAY.

Cr .

D r.

To Expenditures,

$100 00 | By.A ppropriation,

$100 00

EXPENDITURESo
Cloudm an P ost No. 100, G. A. R.

V

$100 00
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POLICE.
Dr.

To Expenditures,
$2,455 13
“ Bal. unexpended,
144 87

By Appropriation,

$2,600 00

Cr .

$2,600 00

$2,600 00

EXPENDITURES.
Bryant, J. \Y.
Cousens, H. S.
Cornors, Richard,
Cutter, W. W.
Chase, A. A.
Knight, W. Y.
Leighton, F. B.
Delorme, Theophile,
Pride, W. D.
Quinn, John,
Reed, Bryon,
W estbrook Hardware Co.
Witham, W. E.

$3
10
2
6
14
11
2
6
8
2
13

60
60
25
50
50
18
50
00
00
25
00
75
12 00
$93 18

SALARY OF OFFICERS.
$714
Cousens, H. S.
730
Dresser, S. M.
734
Witham, W. E.
116
Johnson, W. L.
22
Morgan, Michael,
16
Barnes, Edw.
8
Smith, Byron,
2
Graham, J. W,
4
Gothro, Philip,
4
Eaton, Joseph,
4
Purrington, Moses D.,
4
Swan, Dudley,
4
Bryant, John,

00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00

$2,362 00
$2,455 13

Ill

■ a u d i t o r ’s r e p o r t .

ROADS AND BRIDGES.
Dr .

Cr .

To Expenditures,

$9,120 84

By Appropriation, $6,200 00
“ Receipts,
615 00
“ Bal. overdrawn, 2,305 84

$9,120 84

$9,120 84

Mayor’s Orders Nos. 181, 135, 140, 141,143,190, 192, 205, 224,
225, 226, 227, 228, 230, 231, 232, 234, am ount $110.26 unpaid.
EX PEN D ITU R ES.
Labor as per pay rolls,
Alms House and Farm ,
Allen Rodman,
Allen, W . H.
Brooks, E. S.
B rackett, A. A.
B rackett, E. J.
Barbour, Geo.
Boody, Elizabeth,
Babb, Isaac,
Bailey, G. F.
Babb, W . F.
Cobb, E. A.
Cobb, E. A. & J. S.
Cobb, Chas.
Cobb, G. M.
Clark, J. A.
Conant, Daniel,
Chase, A. A.
Curtis, F red.
Deering, City of
Eastm an, K.
Griggs, H. K.
Gowen, N. W.
Go wen, J. & J. H.,
C arried fo rw ard ,

1,842 44
510 59
9 08
71 95
81 30
74 20
9 10
23 99
3 75
10 32
7 15
33 00
9 15
17 95
21 00
47 52
9 25
99 57
87 60
14 35
4 55
3 41
74 76
1 50
12 00
---------

$3,039 48

V
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Brought forward,
Gowen, James,
Gowen, Levi,
Goff, E. W.
Grant, Roy F,
Grant, F. H.
Hanson, W. H.
Hopkinson, S. F.
Harmon, Albion,
Hatch, Harriett,
Hussey, John,
Hardey, E. F.
Hanson, 0. W.
Hardey, J. L.
Hodsdon, C. A.
Ingersoll, Sargent, Drill Co.
Jordan, R. K.
Jones, A. C.
Knight, L. P.
Kempton, John,
Leighton, Oliver,
Leighton, F. B.
Lawrence, Wm.
Lord, Chas. A.
Libby, Alonzo,
Lamb, W. W.
McDonald, Ettie,
Phillips & Webb,
Portland Wooden W are Co.
Portland, City of
Partland, Edward,
Pride, Geo. F.
Pride, James,
Pride, Howard,
Pride, Alpheus,
Pike, Geo. C.
C arried forw ard,

$3,039 48
19 45
7 35
3 50
8 10
55 95
54 40
11 62
24 87
25 00
1 28
2 50
3 00
70 80
5 00
300 00
108 00
24 75
13 75
18 75
70 09
216 31
9 00
8 00
82 54
3 00
33 81
194 56
17 99
25 00
7 50
20 25
19 87
24 00
3 75
24 50
$4,557 72

a u d i t o r ’s

B rought forward,
Pomerleau, Timothy,
Powers, P. J.
Powers, Robert,
Quinby, 1. F.
Ravmond, G. H.
Raymond, H. M.
Roberts, Joshua,
Roberts, John,
Reed, Byron,
Snow, T. H.
Small, Z.
Small, C. A.
Shenault, W. H.
Smith, Abner,
Skillings, S. H.
Sholes, Philip,
Sawyer, John R.
Sawyer, Jonn E.
Sawyer, John,
Thayer, E. F.
Thayer, Laban,
T hayer, Clifton,
W arren, J. E., Agent,
W estbrook H ardw are Co.
W oodbury, D. M. & N. L.
W oodbury, A. D.
W eeks, Jas.
W adleigh, G. W .
Woodman, B. F.
W alker, E. S.
Walker, F. A.
W alker, Geo.

r e po r t
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$4,557
21
4
8
327
1
31
94
9
1
31
8
47
5
9
60
6
42
3
1
12
7
15
130

72
00
13
25
73
04
78
95
50
50
02
00
50
50
62
63
05
12
00
50
80
50
45
90

77 13
69 12
3
4
100
57

50
00
00
20

18 55
8 50
75
$5,818 01
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C o s t o f T e m p o r a r y * B r id g e a n d A b u t m e n t s f o r
N e w B r id g e a t C u m b er la n d M il l s .

Labor as per pay rolls,
Ames, C. T.
Brooks, E. S.
Peering, City of
Griggs, H. K.
Goff, E. W.
Maine and New Hampshire Granite Co.
Pliillips & Webb,
Spear, W. W.
W arren, J. E., Agent,

1,161 00
49 87
207 15
12 95
40 00
166 75
867 42
628 93
1 75
167 01
--------

3,302 83:
$9,120 84

RECEIPTS.
M. C. R. R. account grade of Brown St.
$500 00
Portland & Westbrook Street R. R. account
of cesspool,
25 00
S. D. W arren & Co., account of bridge lumber, 90 00
--------

$615 00

SIDEWALKS.
C b ..

I)R.

To Expenditures,
$1,062 77
“ JBal. unexpended,
540 72

By Appropriation,
“ Receipts,

$1,500 00
103 49
$1,603 49

$1,603 49
EXPENDITURES.
Labor as per pay rolls,
Alms House and Farm,
Ames, C. T.
Boucher, C.
Griggs, H. K.
C arried forw ard,

71
159
197
121
48

00
25
95
06
00
$597, 2d.

a u d i t o r ’s
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$597
15
5
84
39
24
28
59
166
14
28

B rought forward,
Gray & Houston,
I-Iawkes, 1ST. L.,
Hawkes, A. L.
Lamb, W. W.
Leighton, F. B.
Phillips & Webb,
Pride, James H.
Pomerleau, Timothy,
Quinby, I. F.
W arren, J. E., Agent,

26
63
00
60
10
25
59
64
50
00
20
SI,062 77

R EC EIPTS.
Amount collected on assessments,

$103 49

SU PPO R T OF POOR.
Dr.

To Expenditures,

$3,180 33

By Appropriation,
“ Receipts,
“ Bal. overdraw:

$3,180 33
Mayor’s Orders Ros. 168, 17 8, 185, am ount $37.5

Cr .
$2,500 00
639 81
40 52
$3,180 33

E X PE N D IT U R E S.
Andrews, C. L.
Anderson, C. R.
Benard, J. J.
Bateman, G. L.
Brown, Jam es L.
Bettes, Mrs. M. A.
Bragdon Bros.,
Brown, John,
B erry Geo. F.
C arried fo rw ard ,

$17
74
42
26
28
97
7

45
77
00
73
35
50
65
65
24 80
$319 901
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Brought forward,
Boothby, R. C.
Brackett, J. B.
Benoit, A. H., & Co.
Barbour, Mrs. Jos.
•Cartret, E. A.
Cutter, W. W.
Cumberland, Town of
Cressey, Daniel,
Crague, Win. L.
Delorme, Frank,
Dehas, Jessie,
Dehais, Joseph,
Decormier, Frank,
Dodge, T. L.
Dunn, J. K.
Dunn, J. K., & Co.
Elwell, Hezekiah,
Farrington, I. P., Estate,
Fuller & Laverty,
Fortin, John,
Fortin, R., Jr.
Goozey, A. C.
Ilerrim an, H. L.
Hudson, H. S.
Hawkes, N. L.
Hebert, Mary,
Hebert & Huard,
Hopkinson, S. F.
Knight, L. Y.
Kennedy, J. E.
Lafond & Co.
Lucier, Philias,
Ledoux, Jerry,
Lebarge, Napoleon,
Xaberge, Charles,
Carried forward,

$819 90
40 56
25 50
5 95
385 00
25 30
54 80
13 75
19 78
178 59
3 50
9 00
24 00
5 00
24 57
2 96
73 92
78 00
80 00
7 40
11 00
51 17
5 90
1 00
33 80
17 93
24 00
165 55
89 49
18 00
16 00
5 10
15 00
16 00
44 60
30 00
$1,872 02

a u d i t o r ’s

r epo r t

02
16
14
15
43
18 00
8 58
15 12
35 00
1 50
18 43
36 00
87 58
73 75
37 41
42 75
11 55
51 00
37 15
2 50
10 00
209 40
12 00
48 46
11 25
---------

$1,872
37
18
95

o
a>

CO

B rought forward,
Laverty, E. J.
Larochelle, Jos.
Lebel, Ernest,
Maine Insane Hospital,
Maine Industrial School for Girls,
Mariner, Geo. F.
Newcomb, H. E.
Patenaude, Seline,
Perry, A. N.
Portland, City of
Poole, W. W.
Pride, B. G.
Plumm er, Mrs. A. J.
Randolph, Town of
Roberts, B. F.
Scates & Co.
Starr, H. G.,
Skillings, S. H.
Smith, Mrs J . W.
Springer, G. T.
Turgeon, Peter,
Webb, F. E.
W indham, Town of
Woodman, C. B.

n r

.

$8,180 38

R E C E IP T S.
Town of Buxton,
200 53
W . W . Lamb, account of Benj. W ebber,
200 10
Town of W indham ,
102 44
Town of Poland,
41 71
City of Lewiston,
55 03
A. D. W oodbury, account Jam ison property, 40 00
$639 81
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COMMON SCHOOLS.
Dr.

Or .

To Expenditures, $16,000 88
“ Bal. unexpended,
63 59

By Appropriation,
“ Receipts,

$9,500 00
6,564 47

$16*064 47
$16,064 47
Mayor’s Orders Nos. 72, 74,76, 79,82, amount $152.99 unpaid
EXPENDITURES.
Salaries of Teachers,
“
J anitors,
“
Superintendent-,

$11,649 61
1,494 00
649 98
$18,798 59

SCHOOL INCIDENTALS.
Babb, Jas. H.
Brooks Express
Boynton, II. T.
Bryant, J. W.
Cressey, Jones A Allen,
Cutter, W. W.
Cobh, J. A.
Clark, J. A.
Dodge, T. L.
Eastman, K.
Fortin, John,
Gowan, James,
Hannaway, David,
Hay, II. H., & Son,
Hebert & Huard,
Hall, A. M.
Ilacker, Wm. I.
Hudson, H. S.
Xnight, J. C.,
Carried forward,

$ 1 50
45
17 09
27 00
60
45
3 00
9 18
1 89
52
23 55
24 00
1 80
4 35
4 81
4 50
50
51 59
63 05
$239 83
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B rought forward,
Libby, E. A.
Libby, C. E.
•
Mariner, Geo. F.
Minnick, Wm.
M ayberry, E. T.
New England Gamewell Co.
Odell, Mrs.
P hillips & Webb.
Partridge, E. M.
Pride, Lottie E.
Pride, W. D.
Pride. B. G.
Rowe, L. A.
Rackliff, E^. B.
Rand, McNalley & Co.
Redden, J. T.
Rock, Geo.
Raymond, K. S.
Raymond, Geo. H.
Snow, T. H.
Springer, Geo. T.
Scates & Co.
Stevens, W . H., & Co.
Spear, W . W.
Sm ith, E. H.

$289 83
36 00
19 20
65
2 00
2 00
30 00
3 45
52 04
12 00
4 00
25 50
1,311 81
95 50
25 75
26 40
3 00
8 90
6 40
1 14
28 24
127 35
2 00
11 10
24 08
23 25

W oodbury, A. D.

9 32

Woodman, C. B.

3 20

Woodsome, Louise,
W rig h t, J. P.
W arren, J. E., Agent,

1 35
14 70
57 13
2,207 29
$16,000 88

M

V
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RECEIPTS.
State of Maine,
Fence sold,

$6,562 47
2 00
$6,564 47

*

HIGH SCHOOL.
Dr.

Cb .

To Expenditures,

$3,646 05

By Appropriation, $3,300 00
“ Receipts,
250 00
4t Bal. overdrawn,
96 05

$3,646 05
$3,646 05
Mayor’s Order, Ho. 18, amount 55 cents unpaid.
EXPENDITURES.

>

$2,750 06
378 00

Salaries of Teachers,
“
Janitor,

$3,128 06
INCIDENTALS.
$0
13
40
322
39
102

Brooks’ Express,
Hay, H. H., & Son,
Class of 1896,
Pride, B. G.
Robbins, A. L., & Co.
W alker, J. F.

55
12
00
83
49
00
517 99
3,646 05

RECEIPTS.
250 00

State of Maine,
SCHOOL BOOKS.

Or .

Dr.

To Expenditures,
“ Bal. unexpended,

$505 21
08
$505 29

By Appropriation,
Receipts,

$500 00
5 29
$505 29

a u d i t o r ’s
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EX PEN D ITU R ES.
American Book Co.
Brown, John,
Castor, T. H., & Co.
Cobb, C. E.
Dodd, Mead & Co.
Ginn & Co.
Heath, D. C., & Co.
H arper & Bros.
Holt, Henry, & Co.
Hammett, J. L., Co.
Houghton, Mifflin & Co.
Kellogg, E. L. & Co.
Leach, Schewell & Sanborn,
Loring, Short & Harmon,
Lippincott, J. B., Co. .
Maynard, M errill & Co.
P ran g Educational Co.
Silver, B u rd ett & Co.
Stevens, W. H., & Co.
Thompson, Brown & Co.
U niversity Publishing Co.

152 05
16 70
5 04
36 10
9 75
25 90
69 18
24 73
3 32
1 80
6 48
2 69
21 82
52
8 00
13 80
1 60
87 80
3 60
10 33
4 00
---------

$505 21

MEMORANDUM.
Am ount expended for School books and
charged to Incidentals,

475 44

Total expended for School books,

$980 65

R EC EIPTS.
Books sold,

$5 29
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SCHOOL HOUSE REPAIRS.
Db.
To Expenditures,
$999 24
“ Bal. unexpended,
76

By Appropriation,

$1,000 00

Cr.
$ 1,000 00
$ 1,000 00

EXPENDITURES.
Brooks’ Express,
Bryant, J. W. Bryant,
Bourne, M. B., & Son,
Cooper, L- A.,
Cutter, W. W.
Cobb, J. A.
Davis, Joseph,
Dodge, T. L.
Gilbert, Joseph,
Goff, E. W.
Hawkes Brick Works,
Hudson, H. S.
Hall, A. M.
Hezelton, G. J.
Hannaway, David,
Hodsdon, C. A.
Kinmond, E. F.
Le Pierre, P.
Mutual Boiler Insurance Co.
McNair, Wm.
McLellan, W. E,
Odell, Mrs. Emma,
O’Brien, Mrs. Kate,
Phillips & Webb,
Pride, Lottie E.
Portland Co.
Plummer, C. M., & H. T.
Raymond, G. H.
Carried forward,

7
10
41
38

65
50
17
93
66
14 25
6 00
1 99
3 75
8 00
6 47
89 05
14 25
10 00
25 55
48 13
19 00
3 00
20 00
6 30
5 46
15 00
33 00
32 55
4 00
154 53
5 59
21 91
$626 69

a u d i t o r ’s
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$626
43
9
69
57
29
10
46
79
3
4

Brought forward,
Rackliff, E. B.
Rock, Geo.
Snow, T. II.
Spear, W. W.
Tupper, W . W., & Co.
Thayer, L. LI.
W estbrook Hardware Co.
Wright, J. P.
Welch, Cora,
Woodsome, Louise,

59
50
30
22
46
80
00
02
75
00
50
$999 24

SALARIES.
Dr .

Cr .

To Expenditures,

4,221 13

By Appropriation,
“ Bal. overdrawn,

3,800 00
421 13

$4,221 13
$4,221 13
Mayor’s Orders Nos. 48, 56, 60, 62, am ount $85.00 unpaid.
E X PE N D IT U R E S.
Mayor—W. W. Cutter,
C lerk—K. S. Raymond,
T reasurer—A. B. Winslow,
A uditor—G. H. Knowlton,
Solicitor—F. M. Ray,
S treet Commissioner—H. H. B, Hawes,
M arshal—W. V. Knight,
Physician—Dr. L. V. Knight,

$ 400
250
1,000
250
200
500
100
50

00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
$2,750 00

O VERSEERS OF POOR.
C. R. Anderson,
B. F. Roberts,
S. H . Skillings,

100 00
50 00
50 00
$200 00

•<>

%
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BOARD OF HEALTH.
t
H. K. Griggs,
J. L. Horr,
E. A. Durell,

50 00
50 00
50 00
-------

$150 00

ENGINEERS OF FIR E DEPARTMENT.
C. H. Leighton, Chief,
Edw. Anderson, 1st Assistant,
W. H. Parker, 2nd Assistant,

$100 00
30 00
20 00

--------

$150 00

TRUSTEES WOODLAWN CEMETERY.
25 00
25 00
25 00
-------

W . W. Lamb,
L. W. Edwards,
J. A. Clark,

$75 00

ASSESSORS.

G. B. Gray,
C. A. Moses,
Wm, Roberts,
Chas. Davis,
J. A. Clark,

$203
191
150
205
145

75
75
00
00
63
896 IB
$4,221 13

a u d i t o r ’s
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STREET LIGHTS.
Dr.

Cr .

To Expenditures,
S3,933 68
“ Bal. unexpended,
66 32

By Appropriation,

$4000 00

$4000 00
$4000 00
Mayor’s Orders Ho. 7, am ount $20.30 unpaid.
EX PEN D ITU R ES.
W estbrook Electric L ight and Power Co.

$3,933 68

S E W E R ASSESSMENTS.
Dr.

Cr .

557 41

To Drains and Sewers, $557 41 | By Receipts,

STATE PENSIONS.
Cr

D r.

$474 00 | By Rec’d from State, $474 00

To Expenditures,

E X P E N D IT U R E S.
M ary B. Strout,
A bbie F. A ustin,
Helen E. Noyes,
H oratio N. Nevells,
Rom ena F. W oodbury,
Jo h n H. Sawyer,
A nnie Libby,
Geo. W . Edgerly,
F. O. J. Smith,
F rancis R. P arker,

24
72
48
48
96
60
24
48
24
30

00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
$474 00
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TAXES, STATE.
I)R.

To Expenditures,

$*,814 49 | By Appropriation,

Ob*
$8,814 49

TAXES, COUNTY.
Dr.

To Expenditures,

Or .

$4,805 12 | By Appropriation,

$4,805 12

W ATER CONTRACT.
Dr.

To Expenditures,

$2,710 00 | By Appropriation,

Cb.
$2,710 00

EXPENDITURES.
Portland W ater Co.

$2,710 00

TAX DEEDS.
Or .

Dr.

By Bal. Mar. 1, 96, $1,CG2 89
A. B. Winslow,coll. 1,288 87

By Receipts,
u Bal. due,

780 18
2,221 08
$2,951 26

$2,951 26

NEW BRIDGE.
Dr .

To Expenditures,
“ Bal. expended,

$4,780 00
70 00
$4,800 00

By Appropriation,

Or .
4,800 00
$4,800 00
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EX PEN D ITU R ES.
$4,730 00

The King Bridge Co.

W OODLAW N CEMETERY.
Dr.

To Expenditures,
“ Bal. unexpended,

$609 14
177 86

By Receipts,

$787 00

Or.
$787 00
$787 00

Mayor’s Order No. 28, am ount $5.09 unpaid.
E X PEN D IT U R E S.
Brown, N. A.
Crozier, J. W .
Clay, C. B.
Eastm an, K.
Edwards, L. W.
Garland,
W.
*
Hawkes, N. L.
Hayes, J. F.
Kendall & W hitney,
Lamb, W. W.
Portland Water Co.
Rock, Geo.
Smith, E. H.
Taggart, Daniel,
W estbrook H ardw are Co.
W ebber, J. A.

$ 8 00
42 00
23 25
60
5 09
39 75
9 75
17 91
13 73
102 25
10 96
2 95
16 00
254 50
3 15
59 25
$609 14
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RECEIPTS.
Rent of house,
Lots sold,

$68 00
724 00
$787 00

WESTBROOK CEMETERY BOND.
Dn.
To Bal. unexpended,

Or .

$160 00 | By Receipts,

$160 00

N. A. SW ETT, Collector, 1889.
Dr .

By Bal. Mar. 1, 97,

$260 C77

N. A. SWETT, Collector, 1890.
Or.

Dr

To Bal. Mar. 1,1897, $1,968 85 |
N. A. SWETT, Collector, 1892.
Cr.

Dr .

To Bal. Mar. 1, 1897, $1,046 81 |
G. FRED MURCH, Collector, 1891.
Or.

Dr .

To Bal. Mar. 1,1897, $4,108 23 |
A. B. WINSLOW, Collector, 18S9.
Dr .

Or.
66 00

To Bal. Mar. 1,1896, $1,659 93

$
By Amt. collected,
“ Bal. due Mar. 1,’97, 1593 93

$1,659 93

$1,659 93

a u d i t o r ’s

r epo r t

.
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A. B. W INSLOW , Collector, 1890.
D r.

Cr .

To Bal. Mar. 1, 96,

$2,554 64

By Amt. collected,
$ 97 00
“ Bal. due Mar. 1 ,’97, 2457 64

$2,554 64

$2,554 64

A. B. W INSLOW , Collector, 1892.
D r.

Cr .

To Bal. Mar. 1 , ’96

$5,872 08
$5,872 08

By Amt. collected,
$441 75
“ Bal. due Mar. 1,’ 97, 5,430 33
’

$5,872 08

A. B. W INSLOW , Collector, 1893.
D r.

Cr .

To Bal. Mar. 1, ’96,

$995 20

By Amt. collected,
$272 68
“ Bal. due Mar. 1, ’97, 722 52

$995 20

$995 20

A. B. W INSLOW , Collector, 1894.
D r.

Cr .

To Bal. Mar. 1, 1896, $3,890 22

By Am t. collected,
$3,010 55
“ Bal. due Mar. 1, ’97, 879 67

$3,890 22

$3,890 22

*
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A. B. WINSLOW, Collector, 1895.
Dr.

Cb .

To Bal. Mar. 1, ’96,

$19,503 08 By Amt. collected,
$8,887 32
“ Bal. due Mar. 1/97,10,615 76
$19,503 08

$19,503 08

A. B. WINSLOW, Collector, 1896.
Dr .

Or .

To Amt. committed, $76,397 01

By Amt. collected, $50,392 38
“ Bal. due Mar. 1/97,26,004 63

$76,397 01

$76,397 01

A. B. WINSLOW, Coll.

(S e w e r A s s e s s m e n t s ).

Dr .

Cb .

To Amt. due Mar. 1/97, $4473 23 |

A. B. WINSLOW, Coll.

( S i d e w a l k A s s e s s m e n t s ).

Dr.
To Amt. due Mar. 1, ’97, $394 28 |

Cr .

a u d i t o r ’s

r e po r t
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A. B. W IN SLO W (Treasurer).
Cr ..

Dr.

To
“
“
“

Bal. cash Mar. 1,’96$1,779
Unpaid orders,
771
Receipts,
147,728
Bal. overdrawn,
2,569

85
23
03
90

By Drafts,
$152,281 80
“ Unpaid orders,
567 21

$152,849 01

$152,849 01

U N PA ID MAYOR’S ORDERS.
Dr.

Cr ..

To Amt. paid,
$567 21
“ Bal. outstanding
Mar. 1, 1897,
814 96

$1,382 17

By Bal. Mar. 1, ’96,
$610
“ Alms House and
Farm ,
32
“ Drains and Sewers, 98
“ Fire D epartm ent,
6
“ Health D epartm ent, 1
“ Incidentals,
194
“ Roads and Bridges, 110
“ Salaries,
85
“ H igh School,
“ Common School,
152
“ Street lights,
20
“ Support of Poor,
37
“ W oodlawn Cemetery, 5
“ Old Liabilities,
24

94
57
86
85
70
64
26
00
55
99
30
55
09
87

$1,382 IT
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BALANCE.
De .

Or .
O verdraw n,

U nexpended.

Alms House and Farm, $81
Drains and hewers,
942
Fire Department,
66
Roads and Bridges, 2,305
421
Salaries,
High School,
96
Support of Poor,
40
124
Memorial Library,
241
Interest,
511
Abatements,
2,500
Appropriations.

99
37
95
84
13
05
52
16
17
04
00

Health Department, $131 15
Incidentals,
40 06
Sidewalks,
540 72
Common Schools,
63 59
76
School House Repairs,
08
School books,
Street lights,
66 32
Crushed stone,
326 66
New bridge,
70 00
Manual Training,
177 79
Discounts,
47 71
Assessments,
4,867 51
144 87
Police,
Dog licenses,
318 00
Cemetery Bond,
160 00
Woodlawn Cemetery, 177 86
City Debt,
198 14

$7,331 22

$7,331 22

CITY DEBT.
Or

D k.

To
<k
“
“

Bal. Mar. 1/96,$110,710 62
Old liabilities,
462 95
Taxes, 1886,
48 19
Overdrawn balance, 198 14

By Bal. net debt, $111,419 90

a u d i t o r ’s

r e po r t
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BALANCE SHEET.
Dr .

Cr .

N. A. Swett,
Coll., 1890,
$1,968 85
N. A. Swett,
Coll., 1892,
1,046 81
G. F red. Murch,
Coll. 1891,
4,108 23
A. B. Winslow,
Coll., 1889,
1,593 93
A. B. Winslow,
Coll., 1890,
2,457 64
A. B. Winslow,
Coll., 1892,
5,430 33
A. B. Winslow,
Coll., 1893,
722 52
A. B. Winslow,
Coll., 1894,
879 67
A. B. Winslow,
Coll., 1895,
10,615 76
A. B. Winslow,
Coll., 1896,
26,004 63
A. B. Winslow,
Coll., Sewer Assts. 4,473 23
A. B. Winslow,
Coll., Sidewalk Assts. 394 28
2,221 08
Tax Deeds,
City Debt,
111,419 90
$173,336 86

Memorial Library
Books,
$191
N. A. Swett,
Coll., 1889,
260
Unpaid Mayor’s orders, 814
Bonds,
129,300
Notes,
40,200
A. B. Winslow, Treas. 2,569

23
77
96
00
00
90

$173,336 86'
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Statement of Bonded Indebtedness of the
City of Westbrook.

D a te .

June 21, 1897
Sept. 1,1897
April 19,1893
April 23,1898
May 21, 1898
May 2, 1898
Dec. 28, 1898
Ju n e 21, 1899
Dec. 28, 1899
Jan. 1, 1900
June 21, 1900
Nov. 1, 1900
Dec. 30, 1900
Feb. 21, 1902
Aug. 1, 1902
Sept. 3, 1903
January, 1906
April,
1907
January, 1915
-January, 1917
Total

3 y A p e r ce n t.

4 p e r c e n t.

T otal.

$2,000 00
$3,000
5,000
15,000
4,000
500
1,500

00
00
00
00
00
00

$5,000 00

26,000 00

2,000 00
2,500 00
500 00

5,000 00

4,000 00
800 00
2,500 00
2,000 00
2,000 00
2,000 00
15,000 00
20,000 00
25,000 00
20,000 00

7,300 00
4,000
2,000
15,000
20,000
25,000
20,000

00
00
00
00
00
00

$8,000 00 $121,300 00 $129,300 00

a u d i t o r ’s

r e p o r t
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Statement of Outstanding Notes of the
City of Westbrook.

D a te .

May
June
(X
Ju ly
«
a
Aug.
Oct.
Feb.

15, 1891.
25, 1891,
25, 1891.
3, 1891.
1, 1898.
1. 1898.
26, 1893.
19, 1896.
23, 1897.

T im e .

i

10 years,
8 it
a
8
a
8
cc
25
a
30
4 months,
5 years,
8 months,

4 p e r c e n t.

$10,000
500
1,000
500
5,000
5,000
3,200
5,000
10,000

00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
$40,200 00
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SUM M ARY

OF

Receipts, Expenditures and Appropriations
For the Year ending March 1st, 1897*
R e c e ip ts.

$1,554 45
Alms House and Farm,
Abatements,
20,000 00
Bonds,
50,000 00
City Notes,
80 25
Crushed Stone,
Discount on Taxes,
51 98
Drains and Sewers,
200 00
Dog Licenses,
Fire Department,
Health Department,
1,000 34
Interest,
405 82
Incidentals,
Memorial Day,
80 86
Memorial Library,
150 00
Memorial Library—Books,
Police,
615 00
Roads and Bridges,
Salaries,
6,564 47
Schools, Common,
250 00
School, High,
5 29
School Books,
School House Repairs,
103 49
Sidewalks,
639 81
Support of Poor,
474 00
State Pensions,
Street Lights,
557 41
Sewer Assessments,
Tax, County,
Tax, State,
787 00
W oodlaw^Cemetery,

E x p e n d itu re s .

A p p ro p ria tio n s .

$3,136 44
1,511 04
15,100 00
40,000 00
1,753 59
852 29
4,551 76
200 00
1,066 95
218 85
7,741 51
3,533 16
100 00
1,705 02
119 65
2,455 13
9,120 84
4,221 13
16,000 88
3,646 05
505 21
999 24
1,062 77
3,180 33
474 00
3,933 68

$1,500 00
1,000 00

4,805 12
8,314 49
609 14

4,805 12
8,314 49

2,000 00
900 00
3,000 00
1,000
350
6,500
3,167
100
1,500

00
00
00
40
00
00

2,600
6,200
3,800
9,500
3,300
500
1,000
1,500
2,500

00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00

4,000 00

a u d i t o r ’s

r e p o r t

W ater Contract,
F ire Alarm,
Old Liabilities,
New Bridge,
School, Manual Training,
Tax Deeds,
780 18
W estbrook Cemetery Bond,
160 00
C. E. Quinby, Coll., 1886,
150 00
A. B. Winslow, “ 1889,
66 00
“
“
“ 1890,
97 00
“
“
“ 1892,
441 75
272 68
“
. “
“ 1893,
8,010 55
“
“ 1894,
•“
“
“ 1895,
8,887 32
“
“
“ 1896, 50,392 38
Unpaid Mayor’s orders,
Cash on hand Mar. 1, 1896,
1,779 85
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2,710 00
1,500 00
462 95
4,730 00
672 21
1,288 37

2,710 00
1,500 00
4,800 00
850 00

*

567 21

$149,507 88 $152,849 01
Less unpaid Mayor’s orders, ’96,
771 23
$152,077 78
Cash overdrawn Mar. 1, ’97

2,569 90

$152,077 78

$152,077 78

$78,897 01

Treasurer's Report*

T r e a s u r e r ’s O f f i c e ,
W estbro o k ,

March 6th, 1897.

1 o the Honorable M ayor and City Council o f Westbrook :
I have the honor to herew ith subm it my
account as T reasurer of the City of W estbrook for the year end
ing March 6, 1897, the same having been examined and approved
Gentlem en:—

by the Committee on Accounts.
Respectfully,
A. B. W IN SLO W ,
Treasurer.

i
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To cash received and charged to the following accounts :
Cash on hand March 5, 1896,
Alms House and Farm,
Bonds,
Crushed Stone,
Dog Licenses,
Drains and Sewers,
Incidentals,
Interest,
Memorial Library,
Memorial Library—Books,
Schools, Common,
School, High,
School Books,
Support of Poor,
Sewer Assessments,
Sidewalk
“
Roads and Bridges,
State Pensions,
Temporary Loan,
Tax Deeds,
A. B. Winslow, Coll., 1896,
«
“
“
1895,
“
“
“
1894,
«
«
“ 1898,
“
“
“
1892,
“
“
“
1890,
“
“
“
1889,
Chas. E. Quinby, Coll., 1886,
Woodlawn Cemetery,
Woodlawn Cemetery Bond,
Westbrook T rust Co. overdrawn account.

SI,779 85
1,554 45
20,000 00
80 25
200 00
51 98
405 81
1,000 34
80 86
150 00
6,564 47
250 00
5 29
639 81
557 41
103 49
615 00
474 00
50,000 00
730 18
50,392 38
8,887 32
3,010 55
272 68
441 75
97 00
66 00
150 00
787 00
160 00
2,569 90

$152,077 78

a u d i t o r ’s

. w it h t h e C it y o f W e s t b r o o k .

r e po r t
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By cash paid Mayor’s orders and credited to the following
accounts :
$1,511 04
By Abatements,
8,103 87
Alms House and Farm ,
15,100 00
Bonds,
1,753 59
Crushed Stone,
852 29
Discount,
4,452 90
Drains and Sewers,
200 00
Dog Licenses,
1,060 10
Fire Departm ent,
1,500 00
Fire Alarm,
217 15
Health Departm ent,
7,741 51
Interest,
3,338 52
Incidentals,
1,705 02
Memorial Library,
119 65
Memorial Library—Books,
100 00
Memorial Day,
4,730 00
Hew Bridge,
438 08
Old Liabilities,2,455 13
Police,
9,010 58
Hoads and Bridges,
4,136 13
Salaries,
Schools, Common,
15,847 89
3,645 50
School, High,
672 21
School, Manual Training
505 21
School Books,
999 24
School House .Repairs,
474 00
S tate Pensions,
S treet Lights,
3,913 38
3,142 78
S upport of Poor,
1,062 77
Sidewalks,
Tem porary Loan,
40,000 00
T ax Deeds,
1,288 37
Tax, State,
8,314 49
Tax, County,
4,805 12
Unpaid Mayor’s Orders,
567 21
W ater Contract,
2,710 00
W oodlaw n Cemetery,
604 05
$152,077 78

Report of the Committee
on Accounts.
To the Honorable Mayor and City Council o f the City o f West
brook :
Your Committee on Accounts beg leave to report that they
have examined the accounts of the City Treasurer and City
Auditor, and find them correctly cast, and proper vouchers for
the same.
C. J. McLELLAN,^ Committee on
J. G. COBB,
) Accounts.

ANNUAL REPORT
I.

OF THE

SCHOOL COMMITTEE,
1896-7.

Edwin J. Haskell, (Chairman,) Lindley V. Knight, M. D.,
Carroll II. Cotton,
Charles H. Leighton,
Harlan P. Libby,
Eugene I. Cummings,
A rthur W. Ricker,
William C. Farley,
John F. Sullivan,
William I. Hacker,
S u p e r in t e n d e n t a n d S e c r e t a r y o f t h e boa rd,

F. E. C. Robbins.
Sub Committees.
Teachers and Instruction — Ricker, Leighton, Hacker, Has
kell.
Text Books, Supplies, and Course of Study — Leighton^
Ricker, Farley, Knight.
Rules, Regulations and Discipline — Hacker, Libby, Cotton,
Sullivan.
Janitors, Fuel and Heating Apparatus— Haskell, Cummings y
Knight, Sullivan,
School Houses, Grounds and Sanitary Regulations — Knight,
Haskell, Cotton, Leighton.
Finance and Statistics — Sullivan, Ricker, Libby, Cotton.
Manual Training — Libby, Cummings, Hacker, Farley.
S u p e r v is o r s .

High School— Ricker, Cotton, Leighton, Farley, Haskell.
Bridge Street — Haskell, Sullivan, Knight.
Forest Street — Leighton, Cummings, Libby.
Warren — Cotton, Ricker.
Brown Street — Sullivan, Libby.
Saco Street — Farley.
Valentine Street — Knight.
Rocky Hill — Libby.
Pride’s Corner — Hacker.
Duck Pond — Hacker.
North — Haskell.
Spruce Street — Knight.

Report of the School Committee*

W estbro o k ,

Me ., Feb. 1st, 1897.

To the Citizens o f Westbrook:
As is the custom, the School Committee of W estbrook pre
sen t the following report for the municipal year of 1896-7.
W e feel th a t the citizens of W estbrook have placed us in an
im portant and responsible position. The most of the city prop
erty is in the shape of school-houses and grounds, and a large
am ount of money is each year placed in our hands for the m ain
tenance of schools.
The care of this property and the wise expenditure of this
money devolve upon us, and in discharging our duty we have
tried to serve the best interests of our schools and get the best
possible results.
The report of the A uditor will show how the money has
been expended.
S U P E R IN T E N D E N T .
i

W e were very fortunate in securing the services, for another
y ear, of the one who has served as a S uperintendent of schools
since we became a city. The wide experience of Mr. Robbins, and
his knowledge of w hat is being done in the schools of th e state
have been of great benefit to our schools.
W e believe th a t th e
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high rank our schools have taken in the state is due to his care
and faithful superyision. He has given us good and efficient
work and we would extend to him our thanks.
TEACHERS.
Our teachers have labored faithfully during the year in their
different positions. They have cheerfully followed and put in
practice any suggestions from the Superintendent or committee
and have not failed to keep in mind the best interests of all.
We wish here to urge the importance of having the parents
understand the work of the teachers for their children. Let the
parents spend an hour or two in the school-room, and they will
obtain a better idea of what the teacher is trying to do for the
scholar than in any other way. It would be better for teacher
and pupil, could our people more often visit the schools.
SCHOOL BUILDINGS.
The school buildings are in good condition at the present
time. We would suggest that the sewer of the W arren building
be relaid as soon as practicable, and that the Valentine street build
ing be shingled. Some repairs have been made in the Forest street
building on the floors and water-closets. The outside of the W ar
ren building has received a coat of paint. Snow guards have
been placed on the High School House. The interior of the Valen
tine street building has been repainted. A new hard wood floor
has been laid in the Saco street house. Other small repairs have
been made on the school buildings when needed to keep them in
good condition. The heating of the Brown street building is not
what it should be, as in extreme weather the children suffer from
the cold.
During the summer vacation the steam boilers in our school
buildings were examined by an expert. He recommended a new
set of tubes for the boiler in the High School building and some
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changes and repairs upon others. His recommendations were
acted upon and the repairs and changes made, putting our boilers
in good condition.
MANUAL TRAINING.

The Manual Training School has proved a very valuable
addition to our school system. The teacher, Mr. Ekloff, is an en
thusiast in his work, inspiring an interest in the pupils in his de
partm ent th at leads them to do good and faithful work. As the
parents get a better understanding of w hat the school is doing,
they appreciate the thoughtfulness and liberality of Mr. W arren
in m aking it possible for us to have this school in our city.
The equipment of the room, consisting of benches, tools, etc.,
has been given to the city by Mr. W arren, and the action of the
Committee w ith Mr. W arren’s reply follow :
“Voted, th at the thanks of the School Committee of W estbrook
be extended to Mr. Samuel D. W arren of Boston for his generous
g ift to this city of the Manual Training equipment, which has
already proved to be of such m arked success in connection w ith
our school w o rk :
Also, th a t the Board greatly appreciate his generosity in as
sum ing all the expense of the school for the past year.
Boston, Aug. 19th, 1896.
Mr. F. E. C. Robbins,
Dear S i r :
I have received your communica
tion of Aug 18th and am much gratified by th e appreciation in
which the School Committee of W estbrook holds the Manual
T rain in g School.
I tru s t the latter may continue to be a m arked success and
to th a t end, it will be found necessary to keep its equipm ent fully
up in in every particular.
If the w ork of the school, or of this kind of instruction can,
in the opinion of the committee be advantageously extended so
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■as to include more pupils or more advanced work, I should be
happy to confer with your committee in regard thereto.
Yours very truly,
Samuel D. W arren.”
TRUANCY.
The m atter of looking after truants is not yet adjusted to
our satisfaction.
We are pleased to have the janitors relieved from this duty,
as they should not be called upon when the schools are in session
to leave the buildings where they are employed.
We do not, however, quite like the idea of having the police
force used for this purpose, as it might give anyone th at did not
understand it a wrong impression of our schools and scholars.
Our wishes would be to have someone appointed at each end
of the city as truant officer. They to hold themselves in readi
ness to look up any delinquent at the request of the teachers of
the school to which he belongs. This, we believe, would simplify
the work, and the duties of the officers would not be arduous.
SIGNAL FOR NO SCHOOL.
A box has been placed in the Superintendent's office in the
High School building for giving the signal for no school. The
signal for no school in the primary grades is the No. 2 repeated,
or 4 blasts of the whistle, or taps of the bell. For no school in
the grammar grades and below, 2 repeated three times, or 8
blasts of the whistle or taps of the bell. These signals will also
be sounded by the whistle at Cumberland Mills. The signals
will be given at 8 and 12.30 o’clock.
CHANGE IN THE CITY CHARTER.
m
We are pleased to state that a bill is now before the legisla
tu r e embodying the recommendation of previous committees that
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will, if passed, give greater permanency to the committee. T h e
change is as follows. The committee to consist of 7 members,,
one to be elected from each ward by the citizens of th at ward and
two to be elected by the citizens at large. The manner of appor
tionm ent to the several wards is as follows :
1 st y r.

2 nd y r .

3rd y r

4 th y r.

5th y r.

6 th y r.

7 th y r

3
W ard 1,
3
1
W ard 2,
2
3
3
3
W ard 3,
3
3
3
W ard 4,
..............
3
3
W ard 5,
3
3
2
A t large,
3
3
.................
1
3
A t large,
3
3
• .
• •
By this method there will be a m ajority of the old members
of the Committee in office every year, and we believe it will be'
much better for our schools.
.
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,
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. .
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IN CONCLUSION.
W e wish to th an k the City Council for the liberal m anner in
which they have treated us during the past year, and w^ould res
pectfully call the attention of the next City Council to the sumsnamed below as a guide for their appropriation for the coming:
year.
High School,
$3,300
Common School,
9,500
Repairs,
1,200 00
T ext Books,
700 00
Manual T raining School,
1,200 00
.Respectfully subm itted,

T he School Committee

of

W estbrook-

By E. J. HASKELL, Chairm an.

Superintendent's Report,
Feb. 15th, 1897.
To the School Committee o f the City o f Westbrook :
Gentlemen:—I have the honor to submit the following as the
Sixth Annual Report of the Superintendent of Schools.
W e s t b r o o k , M e .,

CHANGES.
There are but comparatively few changes in schools and
teachers to record.
At the end of the school year Mr. Charles E. Cobb, who for
two years had been the successful principal of the Forest street
school, resigned and Mr. J. A. Tuttle was elected to the place.
Mr. Frank H. Swan of the High School resigned in order to com
plete his college course, and Mr. Fred A. Hobbs of Alfred, a
graduate of the Maine State College, was chosen to fill the
vacancy.
Miss Jennie F. Pennell of the C grade in the Bridge street
school gave up the place which she had held so long and to such
general acceptance to take a position in a Massachusetts school,
and she was succeeded by Miss Winifred Griggs, a well known
teacher of the city.
Miss Annie Morris of the Rocky Hill school resigned and
her place was taken by Miss Winifred Gowen.
A t the beginning of the fall term the crowded condition of
the room in the Bridge street building in wriiich for the year pre
ceding the E and F grades had been taught, made it advisable to
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'divide the school. Consequently the F class was put into another
room under charge of Miss Ina M. Allen. A t the beginning of
■the winter term Miss Allen was assigned to the D grade in the
F orest street school to fill the vacancy caused by the resignation
of Miss Annie C. Holmes, and Miss Allen’s place at Bridge street
was taken by Miss Addie M. Quinby, who previous to her resigna
tion in 1895 had tau g h t for several years in th a t room.
Shortly after the beginning of the w inter term Miss Rose A.
Conry, of the Valentine street school obtained leave of absence
for the term in order to take a position in the M assachusetts
Training School and her place was filled by the appointment, for
the term, of Miss Mary McCavitt.
A fter a year’s leave of absence Miss Lizzie M. Griggs returned
to her place as teacher of the E grade Bridge street school, at the
beginning of the school year.
W ith these exceptions the teaching force of the city is the
same as reported a year ago.
TEX T BOOKS.
During the year there have been some im portant changes and
additions as regards the text books used in the schools. The
geographies introduced in 1892 had become much worn, m any of
them being unfit for use; furtherm ore it was felt th a t in some im
p o rtan t respects they did not meet the requirem ents. A nd so it
was decided th at, instead of procuring a large supply of new
books of the kind in use, it would be better to make a complete
•change. Accordingly F ry e’s Complete and P rim ary Geographies
were introduced, and w ent into use at the beginning of the fall
term .
These books in their treatm ent of the study are a radical de
p artu re from the old standards, and since th eir publication have
been the subject of much criticism, favorable and otherw ise. They
give special prominence to a description of the physical features
-of the earth, and to the tracing of cause and effect, m aking sub
o rd in ate, if not neglecting, some of the m atters w hich form erly
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have been treated as of first importance. And their grouping of
subjects is altogether different from th at of most of the older
books.
In teaching geography in what may be called the old way we
have been accustomed to regard the country or state as the
unit, and to take up most of the facts in regard to it at once—its
location, physical features, productions, people, government, etc.
The author of Frye’s Geographies goes to work in an altogether
different way. He goes back to the earth as nature left it—es
pecially to the relief—and works from th at up to the production a
and commerce, and to whatever of social and political features he
chooses to give. And he groups his matter, not in accordance
with state or national boundaries, but with reference to similarities
of conditions. As a result if one looks in the Complete Geog
raphy for information about any particular country he may find
this information scattered under various heads in widely separated
places in the book. In one place it will be treated as a part of a
certain physical conformation with perhaps no mention of the
name of the country. In another place some of its cities may be
described. Under the general head of Races some facts may be
found in regard to the people of the country; and its form of
government may be mentioned in still another place under the
topic Governments; and so on.
This plan is in many respects logical and it has its advan
tages. But the argument is not altogether in its favor. Out of
school our geographical information, or lack of it, is oftenest
brought out in connection with some political division. We get
news in the paper from Peru, for instance, rather than from the
Andes Highland.
And so when we began to use the book it was with the under
standing on the part of the teachers that while following in the
main the new plan, we should still try to hold on to some of the
advantages of the old, by making map work prominent, empha
sizing the m atter of location, and summarizing the leading facts
in regard to each important country.
So far the work has gone very satisfactorily. The books are
w ritten in an attractive style and the pupils seem to be much in-
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terested. At the beginning of the school year the Prim ary book
was put into the E and D classes, the C class beginning the Com
plete. It was expected th at the F class should begin the Prim ary
book at about the middle of the year. A fter this year the smaller
book can easily be completed in th e E grade. B ut there is a wide
gap between the two books of the series, and it is doubtful if the
D class, as a whole, will be able to handle the larger book profit
ably, th at is, w ithout too much help from the teacher. It seems
to me th at it would be desirable to give the next D class another
book, interm ediate in difficulty between the two, and containing
some features which are conspicuously absent from the F rye’s
Prim ary Geography.
A t the beginning of the spring term our work in geography
was considerably strengthened by the introduction of two little
books under the title of “The W orld and Its People.” These
books are used as supplem entary readers in the E and F (third
and fourth) years; and, in connection w ith the oral instruction
which has regularly been given, they make an excellent introduc
tion to the study of geography.
The expenditures, direct and indirect, for text books for the
year, as reported by the Auditor, am ount to $977.82. The net
cost of the introduction of the F rye’s Geographies was $308.46 and
of “The W orld and Its People” $87. An introduction of a new
gram m ar begun the year before, was completed this year at
an expense of $31. Some encyclopedias have been furnished to
several of the schools, costing $36.10. Books for the High School
during the year have cost $247.23.
As will be seen some of these expenditures are out of the
ordinary, and w ithout doubt the book bill can be kept consider
ably sm aller next year. B ut yet neither next year nor in any fol
lowing year is it likely th a t the cost of books will be a trifling
one. The books wear out in time, although they are kept in use
as long as possible ; too long in some cases, if we may judge
from complaints made by parents and others.
And the constant broadening of the work calls each year for
books not previously used. Especially is this tru e in the line of
supplem entary reading. Every year the pupils in a given grade
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are able to, and do read more than their predecessors ; and they
ought to be introduced to reading that has some educational value
beyond the mere mechanical practice.
Fortunately books that give the child a taste of literature and
some knowledge of nature can be obtained at a low price, although
in the aggregate, of course, their cost is considerable.
HIGII SCHOOL.
For particulars in regard to the work of the High School
reference may be made to the report of the Principal, herewith
submitted.
As will be noticed the Course of Study for this school has
again been revised. For some reasons such revision seemed
necessary, and the Principal, aftei a careful study of courses fol
lowed in other cities, proposed an outline which was accepted by
the Committee. Fortunately it was not found necessary to make
many radical changes from the former arrangem ent; and it is to
hoped that it will be possible to keep the Course, as revised, in
operation for a somewhat longer period than its predecessors have
enjoyed.
At the end of the school year in June a class of twenty-three
was graduated. The programme of graduating exercises is given
with this report. Forty-nine pupils were admitted to the High
School from the Grammar grade as follows: Bridge street, nine
teen; Forest street, tw enty-eight; Spruce street one ; Rocky Ilill
one.
SPECIAL STUDIES.
The work in manual training has continued under the same
teacher and with the same arrangements in regard to classes
as last year, and with increasingly good results.
Good progress has also been made in music and penman
ship.
The introduction of drawing into the schools last year has
already justified itself in results accomplished, and in the inter-

/
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est taken in the study by both pupils and teachers. Mr. Rowe,
the instructor in penmanship, has had a general oversight of
the drawing and has given frequent specimen lessons.
An experiment in the teaching of vertical w riting has been
begun in the lower grade of the W arren school, w ith apparently
good results. V ertical w riting is at present very much in
evidence all over the country. W hether it has come to stay
or not, time alone will tell. T hat it is more easily read and,
on the average, looks better than the slanting hand is evident
to the unprofessional eye. The question of comparative speed
and ease in w riting is one on which experts differ.
IM PROVEM ENT OF TH E SCHOOLS.
Of course it is always easy and pleasant to assume th a t
our schools are rapidly improving. But it is well to remember
th a t th a t is not the natural tendency of schools. They do not
advance much of their own momentum. If they improve at all it
is because something is done to improve them ; and if they are
in fairly good condition it is only hard and judicious work
th a t will keep them from going back.
On the whole, and m aking due allowance for unfavorable
circumstances here and there, i am willing to express the opin
ion th a t the schools are doing better work now than a year
ago, or than at any previous tim e since I have known them. This
im provem ent is largely due to the fact th a t most of the teachers
have held their positions for a considerable time. Experience
•ought to count for a great deal,‘and it does w ith all teachers who
are anxious to be progressive.
But, although the schools are going along very well now, it
will not do to allow this year’s w ork to be the standard for th e
next. To prevent slipping backw ard there m ust be a determ ined
effort to advance.
I t is well to bear in m ind th a t radical changes are being made
in the courses of some city schools; as, for example, the introduc
tion of studies like Latin, Algebra, Geometry and F rench into the
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grammar grades. While I certainly should not think it advisable
for the schools of Westbrook to follow this lead at present, it is none
the less wise to inquire carefully into the result of all such changes
with a view of profiting by them if they really prove their utility.
In this m atter we may well borrow the maxim :
u Bo not the first by whom the new is tried,
Nor yet the last to lay the old aside.7'

In bringing this report to an end, I wish to express my appre
ciation of the kindness and support received from the members
of the Committee and from the teachers, not only during the year
now closing, but throughout my term of service in the Westbrook
schools.
Respectfully submitted,
F. E. C. ROBBINS.
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's r epo r t.

TABULAR VIEW OF THE SCHOOLS.
W h o le N u m b e r
R e g is te re d .

H ig h

f F . W . F r e e m a n , P r i n ........
M au d e H . D u d le y ...............
C la ra G. J o n e s .....................
F r a n k H . S w a n . . * | ..........
[ iF re d . A . H o b b s t! - J ..........

v
1
^ 119
1
J

134

r C. W . W e n tw o rth , P r i n . . .
|A lm a Y . F e llo w s ................
J e n n i e F . P e n n e ll* ..........)
(W in ifre d G r i g g s t ! ..........J
A d e la id e P . G o w e n .............
! W in if r e d G r ig g s * ............)
i L izzie M . G r i g g s t ! ..........J
I n a M. A lie n ! ....................)
A ddie M. Q u in b y ............. j
'C a rrie M. P r a t t .....................
E v a M. R o b e r t s ...................

28
30
48
48
48

02
* 1■ »•
1

i
j

130

S a la ry
Per
Y e a r.

F a l l ..

u>

F a l l ..

TEACHERS.

SCH O O LS.

A v e ra g e
A tte n d a n c e .

lr
|

$ 1,200

550
500
500

113

128

28
43
43
49
36

27
27
42 i 26
41 | 40
44
42
36
40

27
41
37
45
32

26
40
37

••
32
34

36
27
36

36
25
25

••
25
28

29
23
26

30
23
21

900
375
425
360
375
375
330
360
360
360

r >C. E . C o b b ................ P r i n . )
J . A. T u t t l e ......................... j ;
:B e r th a F . R i c e ..................... |
1E d ith A. B r a g d o n ..............;
•A n n ie C. H olnie& ^t..........) I
iln a M. A l l e n ! ....................J 1
i H elen M. S h e n a u l t ..............
E th e l M . W i n s l o w ..............

31
35
35
41
47
41

33
37
37
38
48
32

33
28
37
31
36 1 32
i
41 | 36
50
41
32
30

32
34
34
33
44
28

30
33
32
34
43
25

900
800
375
360
330
360
300

W a r r e n .................

|T h ir s a P . D a v is .....................
L iz z ie M . A d a m s .................
L illia n M . D a v ie s .................

24
36
47

39
38
48

40
38
48

21
31
41

35
36
40

36
34
39

375
360
330

B r o w n S t ..............

M itta Y . J o n e s — ............... I
J u l i a A . D o y le .....................

52
56

45
57

43
56

44
47

41
54

39
±7

3 1o

M a in S t ..................

A lic e J . L ib b y .......................
L illia n G. P e n n e l l ..............

30
40

31
49

29 1 28
40
33

28
39

26
36

360
360

V a le n tin e S t .. .

M in n ie I. H o d s d o n ..............
R o se A . C o n r y * t..............1
M ary M c C a v i t t ! ..............j

24
40

26
36

25
37

19
32

24
29

22
29

360
360
300

S a c o S t .................. . A . L in d e t t e S ta c k p o le ..

41

45

34 I 30

38

28

360

P r i d e ’s C o r n e r ... . In e z e C. P a g e .........................

32

37

2S

27

33

25

360

D u c k P o n d .......... . H ir a m C. H a w k e s ................

29

38

24

23

27

19

500

16

19

15

12

15

11

300

7

6

5

6

6

5

252

*

B rid g e S t

F o r e s t S t r e e t . ..

R o c k y H i l l ..........

A n n ie L. M o r r i s * ............)
W in if r e d G o w e n f! .......... }

S p r u c e S t r e e t .. . M rs. E . A. L ib b y

..............

S l o y d ...................... . O sw a ld K . E k lo ff ..............

l i S {

1i
l

Aft

31

360

1,100

M u s i c ....................

M a u d e L . L e G r o w ..............

400

P e n m a n s h i p .......

R . E . R o w e ..............................

360

^ S p r in g t e r m .

t F a l l te r m .

t

W in te r te r m .
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Summary.
Whole number of persons of school age, School Census, ’9(>,
Number of pupils registered in Spring term
Average attendance,
Number registered in Fall term,
Average attendance,
Number registered in W inter term,
Average attendance,
Length of school year in weeks.

Calendar of School Year.
Fall Term began September 14th, 1896.
“
closed December 18th, 1890.
W inter Term began January 4th, 1897.
“
closed March 12th, 1897.
Spring Term begins March 29th, 1897.
“
closes June 18th, 1897.

2,696
1,091
933
1,171
1,038
--------- *
36.

High School Report*
W estbro o k ,

Feb. 15, 1897.

To the Superintending School Committee, Westbrook, Me.
G e n t l e m e n :—

As will be seen by the accompanying statistics
the num ber of pupils at the beginning of the F all term was about
the same as a year ago, b ut at this period of th e school year it is
m uch larger than a year ago.
D uring the summer vacation it was thought best to change
the courses of studies in the High School, and it seems to me the
change has proved wise and beneficial.
The reference books th a t were purchased during the past
year have been of great help to the students, and we sincerely
hope th a t this departm ent of the school may receive fu rth er
attention.
The physical appliances, although late in arriving, will be of
inestimable value in the teaching of Physical Science.
D uring the summer, Mr. F. H. Swan resigned his position as
assistant, to continue his studies at Bowdoin College. W e were
sorry to lose his services, b u t under the conditions could but wish
him the best of success in his new work.
Mr. F. A. Hobbs, a graduate of Maine State College, ’96, and
who had had some experience in teaching, was elected to the va
cancy.
I hope it may not seem presum ption on the p art of your p rin 
cipal if, at this time, he calls your attention to the fact th a t some
of the classes in th e High School are too large to be heard profit
ably in the tim e we are enabled to give them , and th a t it seems
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to me it is needful for the good of those classes, that you take
measures to speedily remedy this situation.
I t gives me pleasure to say that the students seem to take
great interest in their studies and on the whole are doing hard
conscientious work, which is the greatest blessing that any school
can desire, for—
To let tlio new life in, we know
Desire must ope the portal."

I wish again to urge upon the parents and friends of the
students to make, during the coming year, a special effort to visit
our High School as we believe it will be of great help to the stu
dents and stimulate them to even greater efforts.
Perm it me in closing to thank the S. S. Committee and Super
visor for the interest they have taken in our welfare, and my
fellow-teachers for the kindness and readiness to aid in all phases
of the school w o rk ; also, Mr. Doyle, our efficient Janitor, who, in
his position, has been everything one could desire.
I wish to call your attention to the accompanying statistics
Respectfully submitted,
F. W. FREEMAN,

Principal.

■t

J

V
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High School Statistics.
A v e r a g e A g e o f P u p il s , S e p t .

Classes.
F irst year,
Second year,
T hird year,
Fourth year,
Class graduated June 11, 1896,
N o.

of

P upils

in

the

14, 1896.

14 years 6 months,
u 6 “
15
a 0
*
16
«
5 “
17
a 1 “
18

Several Courses, F eb. 1st, 1897.

College Course,
English Latin Course,
English Course,

1st yr. 2nd yr. 3rd yr. 4th yr.
4
3
6
6
6
25
8
7
12
17
17
19

Num ber entered school, Sept. 14, 1896, 48
Total num ber registered Sept. 14, 1896, 140
No.

of

P u p il s f r o m S c h o o ls O u t s id e o f C i t y , F e b .

F irst year,
Second year,
T hird year,
F o u rth year,
N um ber G rad uated J une

1, ’97.
1
1
4
1

11, 1896.

■College Course,
English Latin Course,
English Course,

7
3
13

N u m b er e n t e r in g C o l l e g e .

Bowdoin,
Maine State,

1
4
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FIRST YEAR.
F all T e r m .
College.

Latin.
Algebra.
Eng. Composition.
Eng. Selections.
Drawing.

English-Latin.

Latin.
Algebra.
Eng. Composition.
Eng. Selections.
Drawing.

English.

Algebra.
Phy. Geography.
Eng. Composition.
Eng. Selections.
Drawing.

W in t e r T e r m .

Latin.
Algebra.
Greek History.
Eng. Selections.

Latin.
Algebra.
Physiology.
Eng. Selections.

Algebra.
Am. Citizen.
Physiology.
Eng. Selections.

S p r in g T e r m .

Latin.
Algebra.
Roman History.
Eng. Selections.

Latin.
Algebra.
Zoology.
Eng. Selections.

Algebra.
Bookkeeping.
Zoology.
Eng. Selections.

SECOND YEAR,
F all T erm .

.Latin.
Greek.
Eng. History.
Eng. Selections.

Latin.
Physics.
Eng. History.
Eng. Selections.

Bookkeeping.
Physics.
Eng. History.
Eng. Selections.
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W in t e r T e r m .

Latin.
Greek.
Geometry.
Eng. Selections.

Latin.
Physics.
Geometry.
Eng. Selections.

Pol. Economy.
Physics.
Geometry.
Eng. Selections.

S p r in g T e r m .

Latin.
Greek.
Geometry.
Eng. Selections.

Latin.
French H istory.
Geometry.
Eng. Selections.

Civil Government.
French History.
GeometryEng. Selections.

T H IR D YEAR.
F all T e r m .

Latin.
Greek.
Rhetoric.
Eng. Selections.

Latin.
French.
Rhetoric.
Eng. Selections.

French.
Geology.
Rhetoric.
Eng. Selections.

W in t e r T e r m .

Latin.
Greek.
Rev. A rithm etic.
Eng. Selections.

Latin.
French.
Commercial A rith.
Eng. Selections.

French.
Botany.
Commercial Arith^
Eng. Selections.

S p r in g T e r m .

Latin.
Greek.
Rev. Algebra.
Eng. Selections.

Latin.
French.
Commercial Law.
Eng. Selections.
\

French.
Botany.
Commercial LawEng. Selections.
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FOURTH YEAR.
F all T er m .

Latin.
Greek.
F rench.
Eng. Selections.

Latin.
French.
Astronomy.
Eng. Selections.

French.
Eng. Grammar.
Astronomy.
Eng. Selections.

W in t e r T e r m .

Latin.
Greek.
French.
Eng. Selections.

Latin.
French.
Chemistry.
Eng. Selections.

French.
Comm’l Geography.
Chemistry.
Eng. Selections.

S p r in g T e r m .

Latin.
Greek.
French.
Rev. Geometry.
Eng. Selections.

Latin.
French.
Chemistry.
Eng. Selections.

French.
Psychology.
Chemistry.
Eng. Selections.
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Graduation of 1896.
G raduating Exercises, Class ’96, W estbrook High School,
M ethodist Church, Thursday evening, June 11th, 1896.
PROGRAMME.
M U S IC .
PRAYER.

Salutatory,
Fannie B. Raymond
George A. Brown
Oration—“ The B attle of M arathon,”
C. Omer Porter
Class Oration—“ The F u tu re of America,”
Florence Sm ith
Essay—“ Jeanne d ’Arc,”
A rth u r L. McCubrey
Oration—“ Journalism ,”
M U S IC .

Oration—“ Denizens of a F resh W ater Pond,” Percy L. Ricker
History,
Eliza M. A tkinson
Oration—“ Ancient and Modern W ar,”
Lewis Morris
Presentation of Gifts,
Royden R. Leighton
Musical Student,
Cornet.
W itty Student,
Scissors.
Savage Student,
Muzzle.
R ank Bill.
Teacher’s Favorite,
Bashful Student,
Coeur de Toupet.
Popular Student.
Wooden Spoon.
M U S IC *

Poem,
Mabel A. Moulton
Oration—“ The Silver Question,”
Benjam in J. W oodm an
Statistician,
Edw in B. Rollins
Class Recitation—“ Jack, the F isherm an,”
Lillian M. Parsons
(Elizabeth Stuart Phelps.)
M U SIC .

Oration—“ Hinderances as Helps,”
A ddress to U ndergraduates,

Melvin H. W aterhouse
H erbert C. R ichardson
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i
Helen P. Dana
< Bertha M. Babb
( Annie J. McLellan
Philip Palmer

Prophecy—“ The Three F ates,”
Valedictory,
M U S IC .
PR E S E N T A T IO N

O F D IPL O M A S.

CLASS ODE.
B E N E D IC T IO N .
M U S IC .

HONOR LIST.

( I n O r d e p * o f R a n k .)

Philip Palmer,
Fannie B. Raymond,
j Helen P. Dana,
i Mabel A. Moulton,
Edwin B. Rollins,

Lillian M. Parsons,
Annie J. McLellan,
Florence Smith,
Herbert C. Richardson,
Bertha M. Babb.

GRADUATES OF 1896.
COLLEGE

COURSE.

Eliza M. Atkinson.
Philip M. Palmer,
Helen P. Dana,
Lillian M. Parsons,
Annie J. McLellan,
0. Omer Porter,
Melvin 11. Waterhouse.
E N G L IS H

L A T IN

COURSE.

B erths M. Babb,
Mabel A. Moulton,
Fannie B. Raymond.

H IG H

SCHOOL R E P O R T .

E N G L ISH

George A. Brown,
A rth u r L. Knight,
Royden R. Leighton,
A rth u r L. McCubrey,
Lewis Morris,
George B. Quinby,
Benjam in

COURSE.

H erbert C. Richardson.
Percy L. Ricker,
Edwin B. Rollins,
Laureston W. Sawyer.
Florence Smith,
Charles A. Trafton,
. Woodman.

C L A SS ODE.
BY

M ABEL

A. M O U LTO N .

Teachers, classmates, friends and schoolmates,
We bid you now farewell,
Though our hearts are filled w ith sadness
W hich by words we cannot tell.
We have left the dear old school-house,
W e have laid our books away,
And, ere long, we shall be scattered
Over regions far away.
Oh, the years we spent together
W e can neverm ore fo rg e t;
And the joyous tim e of school-days,
Surely, none of us r e g r e t;
T h en our hearts were free from sorrow,
A nd our souls were light and gay,
F o r life’s pleasant m orning sunshine
Shone, and brightened all our way.
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But good-bye, good-bye, dear classmates,.
W e have each some task to do,
Be it high, or be it lowly,
Do the best that you can d o ;
And when God shall call His children,
And the vict’ry we have won,
May we in the Heav’nly kingdom,
There be gathered every one.

ANNUAL REPORT
OF THE

CITY ENGINEER,
1896-7*

*

Report of the City Engineer*
W estbro o k ,

Mk., February 18th, 1897.

To the Honorable Mayor and City Council o f the City o f
Westbrook :
:—I herewith submit a report of the work done
by me, as Acting City Engineer, for the present municipal year.
Gentlem en

NEW STREETS DEDICATED.
The following streets have been dedicated to, and accepted
by the city, the grade established and plats made placed on file at
this office.
Mason street at Cumberland Mills, from Main street to Oak
street.
Hawkes street at Westbrook, from Stroudwater street easter
ly toward Cumberland Mills a distance of 520 feet.
STREETS RE DEFINED.
Spring street has been relocated and the grade established
from Main street southerly for a distance of 3,800 feet. Neither
of the streets have been marked in a permanent manner for the
reason th at the last surveys were made too late in the season to
perm it of so doing. This m atter should be attended to promptly
-next .season.
STROUDWATER STREET.
Stroudwater street was relocated by the city authorities in
1891 under the impression that this was not a county road, or
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th at if so the City Charter gave them the right to so relocate. It
having been decided the latter part of last year th at this was an
e n o r the County Commissioners w ere petitioned to review this
work and make such changes as were thought best.
A t a hearing called by them the location as defined by the
city was adopted as the true location, so th at this question which
has been somewhat vexatious in the past, is now settled. The
grade of Stroudw ater street from Main street south-easterly a
distance of about 1,300 feet has also been established.
BROW N STREET.
The change of grade of Brown street necessitated by the
overhead bridge of the Maine Central Railroad was made by th a t
company as per contract between said Railroad Company and this
city. The data for said change was furnished from this office,
but the field work was done by the Maine Central engineers.
MONUMENTS FOR STR EET ANGLES.
The question as to w hat kind of a m onum ent is the best for
m arking street lines is one which m ight properly be discussed
here. Stone monuments, if good, are probably the best, but a
stone monument to be entirely satisfactory for a soil like m uch
of th a t found in this city m ust be set at least four feet in the
ground and m ust be dressed smooth for nearly its entire lengthy
so th a t the frozen ground can get no lift upon it, and such a mon
um ent is quite expensive. I have always found an iron pipe w ith
a cast iron ball in its top to be very satisfactory and for m any
positions should recommend their use.
STREETS, T H E BOUNDS OF W H IC H A R E U N C E R T A IN .
I again call attention to the fact th a t there are m any streets
and ways in the city, the location of which is uncertain, and
recommend th a t the side lines and grades of such streets be
defined before any perm anent im provem ents are made thereon.
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STREETS NOT YET DEDICATED.
There are also a number of streets or ways in the city which
have been laid out by private parties and built upon and are
practically the property of the city. An effort should be made to
have these streets or w’ays dedicated to the city, their lines exactly
defined, and such improvements made upon them as would render
them safe for the traffic to which they are subjected. As usual,
lines and grades have been given to those erecting new buildings.

SIDEWALKS.
Lines and grades have been given the Street Commissioner,
and assessment sheets furnished the collector for brick sidewalks
as follows :
Main street, W est End, in front of Merrill Block.
Main street, East End, from W arren Avenue to point opposite
the residence of James Trafton.
Main street, from Seavey street to a point opposite the resi.
dence of Thomas Foster.
These sidewalks have been built by the day at a cost of about
$1.20 per square yard, nearly the same as for the walks built last
year. This is a saving to the city of about 35 cents per square
yard from the former contract price. I have not given the dimen
sions or cost of sidewalks for the reason that this will be found
in the report of the Committee on Highways, Sidewalks and
Bridges. I have also given the Street Commissioner lines and
grades for the improvement on Rochester and Stroud water
streets.
It is of considerable importance that our temporary sidewalks
(that is, cinder and gravel) be laid on the correct line and to a
reasonably correct grade, for the reasons, first that, on many of
the side streets these walks cannot be replaced with anything
better for many years, and the appearance of these streets would
be greatly improved by having the walks built to reasonably
correct line and grade. Another reason is that when the time
does come to replace these walks with brick or concrete the sub
grade on which the latter walk will be laid will be well compact-
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■ed and in the best possible condition to receive the new walks.
This method would also tend to preserve the side lines of streets
th u s improved.
SEW ER S.
Estim ates have been made for the Committee having charge
of, and lines and grades given the Street Commissioner for sewers
in the following streets :
Mason street, from Main street to Oak street.
Forest street, from Oak street to P ark street.
Stroudwater street, from Files street to Monroe Avenue.
Hawkes Street, from Stroudw ater street to a point opposite
■Charles W oodford’s.
Saco street, from the term inus of the sewer built last year to
Green street.
Assessment sheets and plans have also been furnished the
•collector for each of the above sewers.
The sewers built this year w ith the exception of Saco street
have, by vote of the City Council, been of the “ separate system .”
This in every instance, except Saco street, is a change from the
recommendations of Mr. Noyes.
W hile these changes may have been for th e best interests of
th e city, saving as it does for the tim e being the cost of taking
care of the surface water, and while the Committee on Drains
and Sewers understood ju st w hat is m eant by the term , “separate
•system,” yet w ithout the knowledge of either the Committee or
th e acting City Engineer, catch-basins were put into the S troud
w ater street sewer. Now this was the fault of no one in partic
ular, and I do not call the attention of the city authorities to this
m atter to throw blame on anyone, the whole fault is in the
system under which we work and not in any one man, and when
th e man who designs a particular work has the authority to see
th a t the work is carried out in accordance w ith those plans and
is held responsible for the consequences, then our work is likely
to be more nearly rig h t than at present. This sewer was designed
of sufficient size to take care of all the house sewage th a t could
over come into it, but was not designed to take any surface w ater
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whatever. When it is understood that for the first 60 acres the
surface water is sixty times in volume more than the house
sewage for a like area, it will readily he seen jthat a pipe which
would be of sufficient size for a large area of house sewerage
would be surcharged if the storm water from a comparatively
small area were allowed to flow into it. There is no immediate
danger of surcharging this particular sewer, as it will be a long
time before this system will be complete, but the present method
of putting catch basins into sewers wherever they are asked for
(where no provision for the same has been made) would in time
cause serious trouble, for which the city would be responsible.
I take this opportunity to call attention to the unsanitary
surroundings of two of our school buildings, and to offer some *
suggestions for the betterment of those conditions. Many cases
of scarlet fever and other filth disease have developed in and
from W arren School. It is very probable that the character and
condition of the sewer at this point has much to do in promoting
the conditions favorable to the development of such disease. As
has been pointed out, the theoretically perfect sewer is in perfect
alignment and smooth inside so that the sewage will be carried
rapidly and surely from the closet to the outfall before putrefac
tion has taken place. Instead of this sewer being thus perfect^
it is of the poorest character, being constructed of cement pipe
which at the first instance is rough, thus furnishing great resis
tance to the flow of sewage, and in addition to this defect, it was
laid in a haphazard way, without any attem pt to preserve correct
alignment or smooth joints. This sewer would be found, if it
could be inspected, to be two-thirds full of solid matter, and in
just the right condition to promote rapid putrefaction. Thus this
sewer contains within itself the conditions favorable to the gene
ration of disease, and in addition holds any disease germs which
may find their way into it. I therefore earnestly recommend
th at this sewer as far as the Main street outfall be taken up and
relaid the coming season.
The southerly end of School street is another source of dan
ger to this school from the fact that a pocket or sump is formed
by the R. R. embankment, thus holding the sewage from the
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liouses near the southerly end of said street, and from this source
there has been much sickness on th at street in the past, and it is
a continual menace to the residents of the street and to th e
scholars and teachers of W arren School. This could be cheaply
remedied by a small sewer discharging into the Main street
sewer before mentioned. *
The surroundings of the Bridge street Grammar School are
as bad if not worse than those of the W arren School. The dis
tric t between this school and W inslow street is the dum ping
ground for the drainage of all th a t section and som ething should
be done in the near future to improve the sanitary conditions ex
isting here. The Brown street outfall is w ithin 550 feet of the
above locality and as this is a thickly settled place the present
assessments would pay for three-fourths of the outlay.
I have not thought it best to recommend any particular local
ities for sewerage the coming year, although I believe now as
heretofore th at a larger am ount of work should be done each year
than has been done in the past if we are to m aintain our record
as a fairly healthy city.
One thing, however, should not be lost sight of now th a t we
have started in to build the separate system of sewers, and th a t
is th a t some provision for regular flushing should be made. U ntil
a system or section is finished or some branch thereof, this w ould
have to be done by hand, th a t is, w ith hose pipe introduced in to
th e last manhole in each branch. W hen, however, a system or
some branch of a system is complete, an autom atic flushing tank
of some p attern should be p u t in so as to insure the regular flush
ing of the entire section.
I omit from this report the data relating to the length, size
and cost of the sewers for this year, as this will be found in the
report of the Committee on D rains and Sewers.
CUMBERLAND STREET BRIDGE.
The iron bridge crossing the main channel of P resum pscot
R iver at Cumberland Mills, which was washed off its foundation
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and demolished in the freshet of March 1st, was replaced by the
King Bridge Co. and opened to the public late last fall.
Specifications were, by direction of the Mayor, issued from
this office, and bids were asked for a bridge 94 feet 4 inches clear
span, 18 feet clear roadway with two sidewalks, each 6 feet wide
in the clear, designed for live loads of 100 lbs. per square foot for
the roadway, and SO lbs. per square foot for the sidewalks, with
an excess load equivalent to a 15-ton road roller.
In response to this call bids were received from the following
p arties:
New Jersey Steel and Iron Co.
$5,400
Canton Bridge Co.
5,293
New Columbia Bridge Co.
5,227
Bean & Westbrook, New York,
5,196
'Garrett Ford,
5,110
5,100
Boston Bridge Co.
W rought Iron Bridge Co.
5,063
5,045
‘Groton Bridge Co.
4,995
Megquier & Jones, Portland,
4,990
George E. King Bridge Co.
4,980
Berlin Bridge Co.
4,796
King Bridge Co.
The bid of the King Bridge Co. was accepted, not only because
it was the lowest, but also because the design was thought to be
the most pleasing in appearance of any submitted. The bid of $4,796
included the bridge in position and painted ready for the floor.
The abutments for this bridge have been built, under the imme
diate supervision of the Street Commissioner, and are first-class.
The old east abutment did not, as was supposed, rest on the ledge,
but was built on a bottom of mud, logs and rags, and much diffi.
cultv was experienced in getting down to the ledge. Lines and
levels were furnished from this office for this work.
I wish to call attention to the fact that the bottom lateral
bracing of the old bridge were badly stretched by the floating
debris at the time of the March freshet and should be repaired
as soon as possible.
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ASSESSMENT PLANS.
Blue prints of the assessm ent plans were furnished the as
sessors for use in the revision of the valuation, and although the
tracings from which these prints were made were in an unfinish
ed state, yet I was assured by the members of the Board th a t
they were of great assistance to them in their canvass for the
new valuation. These maps should be finished to be of the most
use and then revised each year by the addition of such subdivi
sions and transfers as take place for th a t year. The work yet
remaining to be done on these plans is lettering streets, num ber
ing lots and titles.
IN D E X MAP.
An index map would also be of great assistance in connection
w ith the sectional map and should form a p art of the complete
assessment plan of the city.
TABLE OF STREETS.
Appended to this report is a table giving the approxim ate
length and the width when known, of all the streets in this city,
so far as can be found out at this office. Most of the data here
presented are compiled from the city maps on file at this office,
th e remaining figures are taken from the U. S. geological maps.
It is not claimed th at the table is correct, as there is not sufficient
data at the present time to adm it of m aking such a table. I would
recommend, however, th a t when streets are relocated their length
and width be tabulated and this table corrected from time to
time, and form a p art of the City E ngineer’s Report. From this
table it will be seen th a t we have 44 75 miles of streets to care
for and keep in repair, and taking into account the am ount of the
•appropriation for this work we may, perhaps, perceive one reason
why our streets cannot be all th a t we m ight wish.
TABLE OF SEW ERS.
A tabular view of our sewers would be valuable and should
form a p art of the City E ngineer’s Report. This table should
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shoAV the location, size and cost of the entire sewer system of the
city. I have never attempted to present such a report for the
reasons : First, th at the facts so far as the old sewers are con
cern ed are somewhat hard to get at, and another reason is that I
do not make up a report unless requested so to do, and usually as
for this year the request comes too late to admit of spending
much time in its preparation.
Respectfully submitted,
HENRY W. FOSTER,
Acting City Engineer.

Location of Streets.
* Ash street, from Main street to the river,
f Brackett street, from Main street to Union
street,
t Bridgton road, from Deering line to
Windham,
t Bridge street, from Main street to Bridgton
road,
* Brook and Austin streets, from Bridgton
road to Falmouth line,
Brown street, from Cumberland street to
Bridge street,
t Burnham street, from Brackett street to
Cross street,
t Buxton road, from Searboro line to Deering
line,
t Central street, from Main street to West
Valentine street,
J Chandler avenue, from Main street to the
river,

Length.

Width.

FT.

FT.

300
2,240

25 v
40

20,800
17,332

60 & 50’

15,100
4,320

50

455

30

10,900
1,485

50

420

40
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1,040
965

45
50

772
850

40
40

780

30 & 50

11,312

66

415

33

190

25

550

40

1,560
792
365

40
50
50

508
322

40
30

700

30

3,300
530
340

33
50

410
400
432

45

600

50

+

+

+

+

+

-H-

Church street, from Main street to Beaver
Pond,
t Charles street, from New Gorham road,
Cottage street, from Seavey street to Forest
street,
4 Cottage Place, from Brown street,
t Cross street, from Church street to Mechanic
street,
t Cumberland street, from Main street to
W indham road,
t Dana street, from Main street to D ana’s
Mills,
t Day street, from Main street to nearly the
P. & P . R. R.
f Dunn street, from Main street nearly to the
Presum ps cot River,
t E ast Valentine street, from Spring street to
B rackett street,
J E verett street, from Bridge street,
J Bales road, from Longley street to P ark road,
t Files street, from Stroudw ater street to
Pleasant street,
t F itch street, from Main street to Depot,
4 Forest Place, from Brown street to N orth
street,
Forest street, from P. & R. R.R. to Roches
ter street,
Foster street, from Main street nearly to the
river,
t Free street, from Union street,
Garfield street, from Brown street to W ater
street,
t Giles street, from Main street,
Gray street, from Seavey street to Lamb St.
+

4

Green street, from Saco street to Mechanic
sti eet,

I

40

v
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t Huramond road, from Cumberland street to
P ark road,
* Hardy road, from Bridgton road to Duck
Pond,
Haskell street, from Main St. to Greenlaw’s
j Hawkes street, from Stroudwater street to
Haskell street,
High street, from Brown street to Main St.
X Jenness street, from Haskell street to
Stroudwater street,
King street, from Bridge street nearly to
the river,
Knight street, from Brown street.
Lamb street, from Main street to Rochester
street,
f Lincoln street, from Bridge street,
1 Locust street, from Main street,
Longfellow street, from Mam street to Gor
ham line,
X Longley road, from Park road to Park road,
Main street, from Leering line to Gorham
line.
4 Maple street, from Union street to Pennell
street,
t M arrett street, from Oak street across Main
s reel,
Mason street, from Main street to Oak street,
t Mechanic street, from Main street to Green
street,
Mentor street, from Brown street to W ater
street,
t Methodist road, from Bridgton road to Fal
mouth line,
t Middle street, from Pennell street to Union
street,
$ Mill street, from Main street to the river,

1,220

50

11,900
1,980

50

1,905
1,200

50 & 40
50

955

50

2,004
324

50 & 60
45

2,300
550
330

50
85
40

3,640
1,570

50

16,234

60 <fc 66

740

50

760
331.5

50

1,710

50 & 30

265

40

18,200
000
120

37
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Myrtle street, from Brown street to Bridge
street,
New Gorham street, from Main street to
Gorham line,
t N orth street, from Bridge street to Reserve
street,
Oak street, from Seavey street to Mason
street,
$ P ark road, from Cumberland street to
Bridge street,
Pearl street, from W arren avenue to Ray
mond street,
t Pennell street, from E ast V alentine street
to Brackett street,
t Pierce street, from Bridge street to Cumber
land street,
Pine street, from Rochester street to H as
kell street,
Pleasant street, from Main street to Files
street,
f Prince street, from N orth street to M yrtle
street,
t Raymond street, from Cumberland street to
Pearl street,
f Reserve street, from Brown street to N orth
street,
Rochester street,from Main street to Stroudw ater street,
Saco street, from Main street to Scarboro
line,
School street, from Main street to P. & R.
R. R.,
Seavey street, from Main stree t to Roches
te r street,
f Spring street, from Main street to B uxton
road,
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1,770

50

3,205

60

1,757

50 & 60

860

40 & 50-

4,480

50

350

40

1,275

40

3,036

60

250

50

440

40

755

50

569

50

. ,

5,111

45 & 50

10,400
235

40

/

1,615

50

9,880

49.5 & 45-
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State street, from Main street to Portland
& Rochester R. R.,
t Stevens avenue, from Main street to the
River,
Stroud water street, from Main street to
Decring line,
t Tolman street, from Main street,
X Union street, from Spring street to Brack
ett street,
t W alker street, from Brown street to Bridge
street,
t W arren avenue, from Main street to Deering line,
W ater street, from Garfield street to High
street,
X W est Pleasant street, from Green street to
Quimby avenue,
t W est Valentine street, from Central street
to Saco street,
t W est Warren Ave., from New Gorham road,
W hite street, from Lamb street to Forest St.
t William street, from New Gorham road,

513 45 5 & 60
675

40

9,460
400

60
50

2,050

50

1,072

50

5,248 45.5 & 60
340

30

1,135
750
800
267
630

50
66
50
50

Total number of feet of road, 240,281.5=44.75 miles.
N o t e .— Streets dedicated to the city and correctly located
:are not marked.
Same partly located are marked,
t
Same except not located are marked, *
Streets laid out but not accepted,
t

Report of the Inspector of
Buildings*
W e s t b r o o k , M e .,

Feb. 27, 1897.

To the Honorable Mayor and City Council o f the City o f
Westbrook:
Gentlemen :—I herew ith present my report for the m unici
pal year 1896-7. Sixteen dwellings have been erected the past
year; also, one store and one brick block containing two stores.
The repairing and construction of other buildings has been car
ried on quite extensively and many im provem ents have been
made throughout the city.
Having in view the ever growing needs of a city I would call
the attention of the incoming Council to the im portance of pass
ing such ordinances as will regulate the location and construction
of buildings.
I would extend my thanks to the contractors and builders for
th e kindness and courtesy shown in m aking all changes sug
gested by me.
Respectfully subm itted,
P E T E R L. STUART,
Inspector o f Buildings.

Report of the Committee
on Claims,
W e s t b r o o k , M e .,

February 18th, 1897.

1 o the Honorable Mayor and Aldermen o f the City o f Westbrook :
G e n t l e m e n :—

Quite a number of small claims have been
referred to us during the past year, but few of which have been
allowed. The Brown street claims have been referred to the next
City Council. Your Committee would recommend that a farther
hearing be given Mr. C. M. W aterhouse and Mr Joseph Deauchane
by the next Municipal Officers, as we believe them to be the
proper authority to adjust such claims.
Respectfully submitted,
MAHLON C. BLACK, ) Committee
JOSEPH KNIGHT,
on
N. L. WOODBURY, ) Claims.

ORDINANCES.

An Ordinance Relating to the Office of Superintendent
of Fire Alarm Telegraph.
A PPRO VED, FEB. 16, 1897.
B e it Ordained by the Aldermen o f the City o f Westbrook in City
Council Assembled.
1. The Chief Engineer of the F ire D epartm ent shall
be ex officio Superintendent of F ire Alarm Telegraph, and shall
have charge of all the electrical apparatus and wires belonging
to and being a p art of the fire alarm telegraph system, and under
the direction of the Mayor, shall superintend all additions, im 
provements and changes made, and shall make all necessary
repairs in order th a t the same may at all times be in efficient
working order.
S e c t i o n 2. I t shall be his duty to thoroughly inform himself
in regard to the location of all telegraph, telephone, or other elec
trical lines w ithin the city, in as far as they may, or do, in any
way affect the proper and efficient working, or the safety of the
fire alarm apparatus, prom ptly repoiting to the Mayor anything
he considers dangerous, also any violation of statu te laws or city
ordinances. lie shall keep an inventory of all property in this
departm ent and its estim ated value, also an account of his tra n s
actions and report the same annually to the City Council.
S e c t i o n 3. As such Superintendent of F ire Alarm Tele
graph he shall have authority, whenever, in his opinion, the public
safety requires it, or when ordered by the Mayor, to direct any
corporation or persons using or operating any such wires to sh u t
S e c t io n
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off the electric current therefrom for such period of time as he or
the Mayor shall deem necessary, in case of fire, shall have author
ity to have the current shut off from such wires as he knows or
believes are dangerous to life or property; and any such corpora
tion or persons who shall refuse to shut off such current in accord
ance with the order, either as Superintendent or Chief Engineer,
shall be liable to a penalty of not exceeding twenty dollars for
each and every hour during which the directions of such Super
intendent or Chief Engineer shall be disregarded.
S e c t o n 4. Every person or corporation ow ning*, leasing, or
operating wires as aboved described, shall, within forty-eight
hours after notice served by the Chief Engineer oi the Fire De
partment, make such substitution or repairs of posts, supports,
cross arms or stays for the safe carrying of such wures as may be
be required by said Chief Engineer of the Fire Department. And
in no case shall a post or pole be erected within ten feet of a
hydrant.
S e c t io n 5. All wires used for the above purposes shall be
subject to the following conditions: That no permanent rights
shall be obtained in the streets or public grounds by reason of
such use and that such wires shall be subject to change of loca
tion or removed when deemed necessary for the public interests
on order of said Chief Engineer of the Fire Department, and in
case of fire, if necessary, such wires may be cut or removed by
his order without any claims upon the city therefor.
S e c t io n 6.
The city shall have the exclusive use of the
upper bracket or cross-arm and top of pole on all poles of any
telegraph or telephone company and of any electric light or elec
tric railroad company where practicable, located in or upon any
public highway in the city, or so much of said top bracket or
cross-arm as may be required for city purposes.
S e c t i o n 7. All persons violating the provisions of these
ordinances shall be subject to a penalty of not exceeding fifty
(50.00) dollars for each offence to be recovered by complaint to
the use of said city.
S e c t io n 8. The erection by any person or corporation of any
wire, pole, or other fixture for the purposes aforesaid in the City
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of W estbrook shall be held to be an agreement on the part of
said persons or corporations to all the requirements, rules and
conditions contained in this ordinance.
S e c t i o n 9. Every person who shall remove, change the loca
tion of, or interfere with, any or either of the wires th a t are or
may be used by said city, w ithout the permission therefor of the
Board of Aldermen of said city, or the permission of the
Chief Engineer of the Fire Departm ent, shall be subject to
the penalties herein before provided for.

An Act to Amend the Charter of the City of
Westbrook.
l i t it enacted by the Senate and House o f Representatives in Ley is
lature assembled, as folloics:
1. Chapter four hundred and eighty-six, of the pri
vate and special laws of eighteen hundred and eighty-nine, enti
tled a An act to incorporate the city of Westbrook,” is hen by
amended according to the provisions of the following sections.
S e c . 2. The general management and control of the public
schools and of the school property, including school buildings and
grounds in said city, shall continue to be vested in a school com
mittee, to consist of seven members, instead of ten as provided in
said act. Said school committee shall be elected by ballot by a
plurality of the votes given, two members from the citizens at
large by the legal voters of the city voting in their respective
w ards; and of the other five members, one shall be elected by
each ward, being an inhabitant of the ward where elected. They
shall hold their offices for the term of three years from the second
Monday in March, and until others are elected and qualified in
their places, except as hereinafter provided. At the annual elec
tion in March, eighteen hundred and ninety-eight, said school
committee shall be elected as follows ; one member from ward
one and one member from the citizens at large, for one year; one
member each from wards two and five, for two years; one mem
ber each from wards three and four, and one member from the citi
zens at large for three y ears; and as these terms expire the sub
sequent elections shall be for the full term of three years as above
provided. All vacancies occurring in the school committee by
S e c t io n
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death, resignation or removal from the city, shall be filled by ap
pointm ent for the nnexpired term by the remaining m em bers;
and if any such vacancy shall occur by the death, resignation or
removal from the city of a member elected by a ward, the same
shall be filled from the ward where it occurs.
Sec. 3. If from any cause there shall be a vacancy in the office
of warden or ward clerk in any of the wards of the city, the same
shall be filled by appointm ent by the mayor for the unexpired
term .
Sec. 4. A vacancy occurring in the city council by the death,
resignation or removal from the city of any member thereof, shall
be filled for the unexpired term by a plurality vote of the re
maining members, voting by roll call. And if such vacancy be
occasioned by the death, resignation or removal from the city of
a member elected by a ward, the same shall be filled from th e
w ard where it occurs.
Sec. 5. All provisions of the act hereby amended which are

inconsistent with this act, are hereby repealed.
Sec. 6. So far as relates to the num ber of the school commit
tee and the manner of their election, this act shall take effect
March one, eighteen hundred and n in ety -eig h t; otherw ise it shall
take effect when approved.
In the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred ninetyseven.

An Ordinance Relating to Sidewalks.
APPROVED NOV. 2, 1897.
JBe it Ordained by the Aldermen o f the City o f Westbrook in City
Council Assembled:
1. The Mayor, through his subordinates, including
a competent Civil Engineer, shall lay out, construct and repair all
sidewalks that may be authorized by the City Council.
S e c t io n 2. Whenever the Committee on Highways, Side
walks and Bridges shall deem it for the interest of the city to
construct any sidewalk, they shall ascertain as nearly as may be
the probable cost of the same, together with the general descript
ion of location, width, material to be used, etc., and present the
same to the City Council; and the City Council shall, after giving
a public hearing in respect to the same, decide whether to build
said sidewalk or otherw ise; and if it be decided to build, shall
make the proper appropriation therefor.
S e c t i o n 3. The Mayor shall keep or cause to be kept an
accurate account of the expense of the construction of each side
walk hereafter built, and report the same to the City Council as
soon after the completion of said sidewalk as practicable. The
Civil Engineer acting under authority of the Mayor shall prepare
a plan of said sidewalk, showing all lots benefitted thereby, the
size of each lot, and the name of the owner, if known, shall be
plainly marked on said plan. He shall also prepare a schedule of
the betterm ents upon said lots as hereinafter provided in this
S e c t io n
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ordinance; and the Mayor sTiall present said plain w ith the ac
companying schedule, cost of sidewalk, etc., to the City Council
as soon thereafter as practicable.
S e c t i o n 4. The City Council shall, after giving a public
hearing in respect to the same, proceed to levy the assessments
upon the lots benefitted, and said assessm ents shall be
plainly marked upon the plan mentioned ; and when such
assessments shall have been certified to the Collector of Taxes,
said plan shall be placed in his custody, and he shall proceed to
collect the same according to the provisions of the City C harter.
W hen any assessment is paid, the Collector shall enter such pay
ment and date thereof, and the name of the person m aking such
paym ent on the plan of the lot on which such assessment is made
as well as in a book kept for the p u rp o se; and such plan shall
form a p art of the records of the city.
S e c t i o n 5. The am ount to be assessed upon lots abutting
any newly constructed sidewalk, or sidew alk hereafter construct
ed, shall be forty per cent, of the cost of said sidewalk, meaning
by this the cost of the m aterial and expense of construction, ex
clusive of the grading.
S e c t i o n 6. A fter the assessments have been properly made
up by the City Council, they shall certify the same to the Collec
tor of the City.
S e c t i o n 7. The Mayor, through his subordinates, may, w ith
the approval of the Committee on Highways, Sidewalks and
Bridges make repairs on sidewalks to the extent not to exceed
one hundred dollars on any one sidewalk w ithout reference to the
City Council.
S e c t i o n 8. All curbings for sidewalks shall be of first qual
ity granite, and be at least six feet long and of a uniform depth of
not less than eighteen inches, and not less than six inches in w idth
on the upper edge.
S e c t i o n 9. No person shall m ake any alteration in any side.walk, or set any posts or trees on any of the sidewalks, or in any
p art of the street, w ithout the consent of th e Mayor, or some
person by him authorized to g ra n t such permission.
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10. After a sidewalk is built, it shall be maintained
at the expense of the city ; provided that when any sidewalk shall
require repairs in consequence of any defect in the cellar door,
cellar windows, coal hole, cellar wall, or from any other cause
within the control of the owner or occupant of' the estate to
which such sidewalk adjoins, then and in that case repairs shall
be made at the expense of the owner or occupant of such estate.
S e c t io n

An Ordinance Relating to the Location of Stables
and Cattle Barns.

A PPR O V E D JU L Y 15, 1896.
B e it ordained by the Aldermen o f the City o f Westbrook in City
Council assembled, as follow s:
S e c t i o n 1. The Mayor and Aldermen, acting as municipal
officers of the city, may assign places in the city for the exercise
of such trades, employments and m anufactures as are attended
w ith noxious exhalations or offensive smells, and cause a list of
such places to be recorded by the City Clerk, and scuh assign
m ent shall remain in force until revoked.
Hereafter, except in
the places so assigned and recorded, no person shall erect in
the compact portion of the city any livery stable, cattle barn or
other building in which to exercise any trade or employment
injurious or dangerous to the health, comfort or property of
individuals or the public, except by consent of the Mayor and
Alderm en previously obtained, nor keep in any such building
a greater number, at any one time, of horses, swine, or neat
cattle, than the Mayor and Aldermen shall prescribe. Any
building erected or m aintained in violation of this ordinance
shall be deemed a public nuisance, and it shall be the duty of
the City M arshal to cause the same to be abated; and for every
day th a t the same shall be m aintained after forty-eight hours
notice in w ritin g by the City Marshal, the owner or occupant
of any such building shall be fined not less than one nor
more than ten dollars.

An Ordinance in Addition to the Ordinance Relating
to the Use of the Streets.
APPROVED JU N E 18, 1896.
Be it Ordained by the Aldermen o f the City o f Westbrook in City
Council Assembled, as follow s:
S e c t io n 1.

Horses, cows, sheep and other animals driven
from place to place along a street or highway of the city shall
not be so driven or allowed to stray upon any sidewalk ; and for
any violation of this ordinance the owner or person in charge of
any such animal or animals shall be liable to a line of not exceed
ing ten dollars for each offence.

An O rdinance to Amend the Ordinance Relating to the
G overnm ent an d Control of Woodlawn Cemetery.
APPROVED JU N E 18, 1896.
Be it Ordained by the Aldermen o f the City o f Westbrook in City
Council Assembled, us follows :
A n ordinance approved March 2,1896, entitled, “An ordinance
for the government and control of Woodlawn Cemetery,” is hereby
amended by striking out all after the word “ named,” near the
close of the ninth section and substituting the following : “ A bond
in the name and behalf of the city to secure such perpetual care,
the penal sum in such bond to be double the price paid for such
care.”

